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SUMMARY
Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a non-invasive medical imaging tech-
nique to visualize detailed internal structure. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
provides great soft tissue contrast compared with other imaging modalities, which
makes it especially useful in imaging the brain, the heart, and the musculoskeletal
system. Magnetic resonance imaging speed is important especially in dynamic car-
diac applications, which involve respiratory motion and heart motion. Patient safety
considerations limit further use of faster gradients or higher RF power to speed up
the pulse sequence beyond current technology.
With the introduction of reduced-data MR imaging methods, increasing acquisi-
tion speed has become possible without requiring a higher gradient system. Reduced-
data MR imaging techniques have significantly reduced acquisition time, decreased
motion artifacts, and increased spatial or temporal resolution. Various reduced-data
imaging methods utilize data redundancy to increase imaging speed, but carry a price
for higher imaging speed. This may be a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty, reduced
resolution, or a combination of both. Many methods sacrifice edge information in
favor of SNR gain, which is not preferable for applications which require accurate
detection of myocardial boundaries.
This thesis presents a novel reduced-data imaging method, PINOT (Parallel Imag-
ing and NOquist in Tandem), to accelerate MR imaging. PINOT does not apply any
filter or interpolation, therefore preserves the edge details, with flexibility of improv-
ing SNR by regularization. A sampling scheme is designed for this method and the
noise behavior is analyzed using the pseudo-replica method. The Conjugate-gradient
(CG) method is used to alleviate the computational cost. Additional time savings is
xvi
achieved by providing a favorable initial estimate. Regularized PINOT uses Tikhonov
regularization on highly accelerated MRI to relieve the noise penalty.
Another contribution is to exploit the data redundancy from parallel imaging,
rFOV and partial Fourier methods. A Gerchberg Reduced Iterative System (GRIS),
implemented with the Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) iterative algorithm is introduced.
Under the GRIS, which utilizes a temporal band-limitation constraint in the image
reconstruction, a variant of Noquist called iterative implementation iNoquist (iter-
ative Noquist) is proposed. Utilizing a different source of prior information, first
combining iNoquist and Partial Fourier technique (phase-constrained iNoquist) and
further integrating with parallel imaging methods (PINOT-GRIS) are presented to





Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States and throughout
the whole world [48]. Heart disease includes conditions affecting the heart, such as
coronary heart disease, heart attack, congestive heart failure, and congenital heart
disease. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging, sometimes known as
cardiac MRI (CMRI) is a highly accurate, non-ionizing and routinely used imaging
modality for the diagnosis of heart disease. The detection of cardiovascular disease
is based on anatomical changes and CMR is especially suited for the assessment
of cardiac function and morphology. CMR is used to evaluate the anatomy and
function of the heart, valves, major vessels, and surrounding structures (such as the
surrounding pericardial sac); detect and evaluate the effects of coronary artery disease.
Cardiac MRI can separate ischemic from non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, and is the
most important imaging modality for the diagnosis and follow-up of patients with
myocarditis. Cardiac MRI is increasingly important in the diagnosis and follow-up of
patients with congenital heart disease, usually as a complement to echocardiography.
Although cardiac MRI is a versatile and highly accurate imaging modality, there
are several practical limitations to the use of the technique. Compared with com-
puted tomography (CT) scans, cardiac MRI examinations are time-consuming. Car-
diac MRI usually takes 60 to 90 minutes, depending on which images are needed,
While it only takes CT approximately 15 minutes. Furthermore, most routine car-
diac MRI techniques are dependent upon image acquisition during breathhold to
1
eliminate movement artifacts. Both image quality and the duration of the examina-
tion are highly dependent upon the patient’s ability to hold their breath repeatedly
during imaging. For patients or children who are unable to perform breatholds well, a
poor image quality can be anticipated and hinders the diagnosis. Solutions are to use
respiratory gating or signal averaging. Respiratory gating typically makes the scan
time longer. Signal averaging increases SNR, removes ghost artifacts but blurring still
exists. Another solution, accelerated imaging, leads to reduced scan time, decreased
motion artifacts, and increased spatial or temporal resolution and is beneficial for
diagnosis.
Accelerated imaging is especially important in dynamic CMR applications and
improving image speed has been a research topic in the MRI field for the last two
decades. However, current MRI scanners already operate at the limits of potential
imaging speed. To increase gradient strength for accelerated imaging, more powerful
amplifiers and gradient coils capable of taking the increased current and voltage are
needed, both of which add significantly to the cost of the scanner. Furthermore,
when the human nervous system is exposed to a time dependent magnetic field,
spontaneous nerve firing may occur; this is known as peripheral nerve stimulation
(PNS). Physiological limits associated with the rate of switching of such gradients
restrict the imaging speed as well.
With the introduction of reduced-data MR imaging methods, a decrease in acquisi-
tion time can be achieved without the need of further increasing gradient performance.
Normally when only a fraction of phase-encoding steps are acquired, the Nyquist cri-
terion is violated. After Fourier Transform, under-sampled k-space data will exhibit
aliased images. Exploiting data redundancy, reduced-data methods imaging result in
an accelerated image acquisition while reconstructing artifact-free images. Alterna-
tively increased temporal resolution at a given spatial resolution may be achieved, or
the time savings due to reduced-data imaging methods can also be used to improve
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the spatial resolution in a given imaging time.
For the past twenty years, various reduced-data imaging methods have been pro-
posed and are used to accelerate imaging speed to achieve better quality images. They
all utilize data redundancy by either filling in undersampled phase-encoding lines or
unfolding the aliased images to increase imaging speed, but carry prices for the higher
imaging speed. One major tradeoff with imaging speed gain may be a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) penalty, reduced spatial or temporal resolution, or a combination of
both. From a linear system perspective, they all try to solve an ill-conditioned linear
system problem. Recent works achieve combined gains in imaging speed or better
performance by jointly using independent sources of data redundancy to improve the
performance of single component method. Interestingly, none of the combined meth-
ods are capable of reconstructing the image at the same spatiotemporal resolution as
the fully sampled grid due to the use of filters, interpolation or regularization, even
though the inversion problem is still overdetermined. Furthermore, this process is not
reversible. In applications where image resolution is the most critical criterion, such
as accurate detection of myocardial boundary locations, reduced-data imaging meth-
ods which allow full or nearly full preservation of “full-grid resolution” may present
the preferred approach.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
The main contribution of this thesis is to improve reduced-data imaging reconstruc-
tion image performance from two different angles. First, we present reduced-data
imaging methods to accelerate CMR that preserve the image resolution, while with
flexibility of improving SNR by regularization. Another contribution is to exploit
maximally the data redundancy from three different reduced-data methods and ex-
ceed the performance of each individual method to further reduce imaging time and/or
an increase in signal-to-noise ratio.
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To appreciate the necessity of reduced-data imaging methods’ development, chap-
ter 2 introduces MRI physics, the background on how MRI works. Following that,
chapter 2 also gives a brief technical overview over the present reduced-data imaging
reconstruction methods and strategies. The basic principle of reduced-data imaging
is introduced and methods are divided into several categories. Examples of several
typical/representative reconstruction methods have been reviewed in detail and their
advantages and drawbacks are discussed. Chapter 3 presents a novel method named
PINOT (Parallel Imaging and NOquist in Tandem), which combines SPACE-RIP
parallel imaging and the Noquist rFOV method. PINOT does not apply any filter
or interpolation, therefore preserves edge details, with flexibility of improving SNR
by regularization. Conjugate-gradient method is used to alleviate the computational
cost. Chapter 4 focuses on the improvements for the PINOT method. Additional
time savings for PINOT reconstruction is achieved by providing a favorable initial
estimate. The accuracy of sensitivity maps is very important for any reduced-data
imaging methods involving parallel imaging which require the sensitivity maps explic-
itly, an auto-calibrated PINOT variant is presented using GRAPPA to calculate sen-
sitivity maps. Chapter 5 introduces a Gerchberg Reduced Iterative System (GRIS),
implemented with the Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) iterative algorithm. Under GRIS,
which utilizes a temporal band-limitation constraint in the image reconstruction, a
variant of Noquist called iterative Noquist (iNoquist), is proposed. Utilizing differ-
ent source of prior information, a first combinations of iNoquist and Partial Fourier
technique (phase-constrained iNoquist) and further combining with parallel imaging
method (PINOT-GRIS) are presented to achieve additional acceleration gains. The
theory of GRIS and all three novel methods will be introduced, followed by experi-
ments with phantom and in vivo data. Reconstruction results will be demonstrated.
Conclusion and future work are in chapter 6.
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1.3 Specific Contributions
In summary, this thesis explores several new techniques of reduced-data imaging in
MRI.
• Develop a novel reduced-data MR imaging method PINOT.
• Develop sampling schemes for PINOT method and justify by comparing with
other sampling schemes.
• Compare PINOT’s performance with other two reduced-data imaging methods,
TSENSE and k-t SENSE.
• Analyze the noise behavior of PINOT based on pseudo-replica method and
compare with TSENSE and k-t SENSE.
• Propose a variant auto-calibrated PINOT which used interleaved average k-
space sample to fit GRAPPA (Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel
Acquisitions), and calculate sensitivity maps from GRAPPA results.
• Improve PINOT reconstruction speed with a fast initial estimate. Additional
time savings is achieved by providing a favorable initial estimate.
• Present regularized PINOT using Tikhonov regularization on higher reduction
factor to relieve the noise penalty.
• Develop a novel phase constrained iterative Noquist method, for the first time
combining Partial Fourier with reduced FOV method, iNoquist.
• Develop method PINOT-GRIS, combining three different data redundancy sources
from PINOT and Partial Fourier method.
The main contributions of this thesis is to offer an accelerated imaging method,
PINOT, which preserves the spatial-temporal resolution, which is beneficial for the
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heart disease diagnosis. Another contribution is to present PINOT-GRIS, which
exploits three differet sources of data redundancy and to improve the performance of




MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)
INTRODUCTION
2.1 Introduction
MRI provides clinical anatomical and functional information with minimal risk. The
principle of the MRI system is rather complex, this chapter begins with a brief in-
troduction of MRI fundamentals to provide the basic background. A more detailed
explanation of MRI principles can be found in many MRI textbooks [39, 66, 16]. MRI
is very sensitive to motion, and will show blurring and ghosting artifacts if patients
move during the scan. MR imaging speed is important especially in dynamic cardiac
applications, which involve both respiratory motion and heart motion. With the in-
troduction of reduced-data MR imaging methods, a decrease in acquisition time can




Some atomic nuclei with an odd atomic weight and/or an odd atomic number, such
as 1H, 13C, 15N, 31P, possess a fundamental quantum property called spin. For MRI,
the most important nucleus is the hydrogen atom, 1H, consists of a single proton
with spin 1/2. The MRI signal comes from protons in the living tissue, primarily
water molecules. Spin system can be described as a microscopic bar magnet and
therefore can be represented by a vector called magnetic moment ~µ. In the absence
of an external magnetic field, their directions are completely random due to thermal
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Figure 1: Left figure is the magnetic moments from each proton precess around the
z axis. Middle one shows the net magnetic moments corresponding to the slightly
greater number of aligned parallel to the magnetic field than antiparallel. Right one
shows the net magnetization, the sum of all the magnetic moment.
random motion and therefore show no net magnetic field. In a magnetic field, protons
align themselves along the magnetic field direction. When placed in a magnetic filed
B0 (along z axis), magnetic moments undergo Zeeman interaction or spin-splitting
to two states (Fig. 1). Two states of equilibrium are either with the field (low
energy state) or against the field (high energy state). The precession of ~µ is called
nuclear precession. The corresponding frequency is proportional to the strength of
the magnetic field B0. This frequency is termed the Larmor frequency:
ω = γB0, (2.1)
where γ is called gyromagnetic ratio and equals to 42.58MHz/Tesla for 1H atom. For
a typical 1.5 Tesla (T) clinical magnetic field, the value of the resonant frequency
in hertz (f) is approximately 63.9 MHz. Larger number of protons in lower energy
state generates a net magnetization vector ~M =
Ns∑
n=1
~µn. The net magnetization is the
vector sum of all the individual proton magnetic moments, given by:
M =







Here, Ns is the total number of spins and h is Plank constant (6.6× 10−34J-s). k
is the Boltzmann constant, with a value of 1.38×10−23J/K, and T is the temperature
in Kelvins. At equilibrium, the net magnetization aligns with the main magnetic field
B0, and only has a z component because the vector sum of the components in the x
and y axes are zero:
Mz = M0,My = 0,Mx = 0. (2.3)
2.2.2 Excitation and Relaxation
So far, the macroscopic effect of an external magnetic field is the generation of a
bulk magnetization vector pointing along the direction of B0. The second magnetic
field B1 along x axis, generated by a radiofrequency (RF) pulse at Larmor frequency
ωrf = ω0, tips protons from alignment with z axis toward the transverse plane and
creates a transverse magnetization Mxy. The angle of the tip is called flip angle
α, which is proportional to the strength of the applied RF field and the RF pulse
duration time τB1:
α = γB1τB1. (2.4)
Switching off the RF pulse will lead to the equilibrium of the magnetization. This
process is called free precession. A recovery of the longitudinal magnetization Mz,
called longitudinal relaxation and the value of Mz at time t is:
Mz(t) = M0 cosα + (M0 −M0 cosα)(1− e−t/T1). (2.5)
If α = 90◦, Mz(t) = M0(1− e−t/T1). The return of Mz to its equilibrium is due to
protons losing their energy to the surrounding lattice (the spin-lattice relaxation).
The relaxation of the transverse magnetization return to its equilibrium is called
transverse relaxation or spin-spin (T2) relaxation. T2 results from interactions protons
with their surroundings. The net magnetization My in the transverse plane as a
function of time t shows in the following:
My(t) = M0 sinαe
−t/T2 (2.6)
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The overall relaxation time for the decay of the transverse magnetization is T ∗2 which










Other than proton density ρ, different tissues have different T1 and T2 and they are
prime determinates of image contrast.
2.2.3 Detection and Localization (slice selection, spatial encoding)
MR signal detection is based on the Faraday law of electromagnetic induction and
the principle of reciprocity. In MRI, the bulk magnetization is processing at a radio
frequency as a changing magnetic flux through a conducting loop (receiver coil), which
induces a voltage in a receiver coil. The induced voltage is a high frequency signal
and often is converted to low frequency through signal demodulation. The complex
signal, with two outputs, is obtained by demodulating the voltage. This signal is
still the sum of signals from protons at all different locations. In order to distinguish
the signals at different spatial locations, a magnetic field gradient is applied, which
results in spatial dependent proton resonant frequencies at different positions. In
this way, spatial information will be encoded into MR signals. In spin wrap imaging,
the most commonly used spatial encoding technique, the magnetic field gradient is











The effective magnetic field is the sum of the static component B0 with additional
linear magnetic field gradient G = (Gx, Gy, Gz) and can be expressed as ∆k, the
corresponding precessional frequencies therefore is a function of their location ω =
γB(r). The slice selection magnetic field gradient, Gslice, is accomplished by a RF
pulse. Spins within a certain bandwidth of Larmor frequencies which matches the
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Figure 2: The RF pulse used for slice selection and the corresponding frequency
bandwidth in b. c is the relationship between frequency bandwidth and slice thickness.
bandwidth of the RF pulse will be excited. A sinc-shaped RF pulse is often used to
produce a square-shaped slice (Fig. 2). The slice selection orientation can be in the
x, y or z direction, which are called sagittal, coronal, or axial respectively.
After selecting a slice, the other two dimension information can be encoded by
phase encoding and frequency encoding to produce a two-dimensional image. A
frequency encoding gradient Gx, in the x direction, is turned on during the data
acquisition. Frequency is proportional to the x location. While the phase is encoded
by a gradient Gy, in the y direction, turned on and off (duration time τpe) before the
data acquisition begins. Phase is proportional to the y position. The combination of
phase-encoding and frequency-encoding gradients gives the signal






2.2.4 MR Image Reconstruction
MR image information is not encoded directly in image space, but in Fourier domain

















Therefore, the MR signals can be viewed as a two-dimensional data set in k-space.
Taking inverse Fourier transform of the k-space data gives the MR image, showing
the estimate of proton density ρ(x, y). Based on Nyquist theory, the distance between














In MRI, we generally do not collect data immediately after the RF pulse since we
need time to perform spatial encoding (for 2-D image case). A pulse sequence diagram
representing multiple steps of the MR signal reception and an example of k-space are
shown in Figure 3. First, the RF pulse and slice selection gradient are applied to
tip the protons in the chosen frequency range to the transverse direction. The phase
encoding gradient is switched on for a period to time τpe. After that, the gradient is
switched off and frequency encoding gradient is turned on during the data acquisition.
This accounts for one phase encoding line, which represents a single row in k-space.
For a 2D image, a number of different phase encoding gradient values must be used. A
typical example of an image with 256 phase encoding lines and 256 frequency encoding
lines, if TR is defined as the repeat time between one phase encoding excitation
and then the whole imaging time is 256 × TR. Since each phase encoding step
takes a significant acquisition time, it is beneficial to minimize the number of phase
encoding lines to save some time. Patient safety considerations limit further use of
faster gradients or higher RF power to speed up the pulse sequence beyond current
technology. Skipping phase encoding lines causes aliasing in the reconstructed images
obtained after taking inverse Fourier transform of under-sampled k-space data due
to the violation of the Nyquist criteria. However, with some prior information about
images, the missing phase encoding lines can be estimated, and hence alias free images
can be reconstructed. This is the basic principle of reduced-data imaging methods.
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Figure 3: The RF pulse used for slice selection and the corresponding frequency
bandwidth in b. c is the relationship between frequency bandwidth and slice thickness.
2.3 Reduced-data Imaging Techniques
In the past 20 years, various reduced-data imaging methods have been proposed to
accelerate the imaging speed through incorporation of prior information. The idea
behind this is to incorporate some prior information about the image to define data
redundancy which may be used to reduce data required in the reconstruction. Based
on different sources of prior information, they can be pursued in several ways: partial
Fourier (PF) techniques, parallel MR imaging (pMRI) methods, reduced field of view
(rFOV) methods, recent application of compressive sensing (CS) techniques, and the
combined implementation of above methods, which has higher acceleration factor by
jointly using independent sources of data redundancy.
2.3.1 Parallel imaging methods
Phased-array coils consist of a number of ideally decoupled surface coils that simul-
taneously receive MR signals. They were originally introduced to improve signal to
noise ratio (SNR) [57], shown in Fig. 4. Later, prior knowledge of receiver coil sensi-
tivity profiles has been applied to accelerate the MRI scan. This class of techniques
is called parallel imaging. Parallel imaging methods utilize the information provided
13
Figure 4: Phase array coil images and their sum of square image example.
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by multiple receiver coils to reduce the image data size by skipping data acquisition
in portions of k-space that would normally scanned, and images are reconstructed
from these reduced sample sets of data. Parallel imaging methods, such as SMASH
[59], AUTO-SMASH [32], VD-AUTO-SMASH [25], GRAPPA [14] and SPIRiT [44]
synthesize missing k-space samples from acquired samples at other locations to con-
struct a complete grid. PILS [13], SENSE [54], and SPACE-RIP [37] use estimates
of the coil sensitivity maps to reconstruct the image from reduced k-space samples.
The maximum sampling rate reduction factor is limited by the number of indepen-
dent channels [52, 67]. pMRI methods take place either in image space (e.g. PILS,
SENSE) or in k-space (SMASH, GRAPPA). Most pMRI methods require availability
of coil sensitivity maps. These sensitivity maps can be derived either from a pres-
can or during reduced-data imaging scan by acquiring a few additional k-space lines
(auto-calibration).
2.3.2 Reduced field of view (rFOV) methods
The main idea behind rFOV methods is that spatiotemporal redundancy in dynamic
imaging may be exploited if parts of the field of view (FOV) are relatively static over
time. Compared to parallel acquisition methods for reduced-data imaging, it does
not require phased-array coils. UNFOLD [46] employs time interleaving of k-space
lines to remove data redundancy from time-varying objects using a temporal filter.
Noquist [3] exploits the data redundancy associated with the presence of a static FOV
region by only reconstructing it once for a dynamic sequence. It has a direct inversion
model without temporal filtering or interpolation. The reduction factor for these two
methods is limited by the ratio of the size of the static region to the total FOV. k-t
BLAST [62] obtains a low-resolution estimate of the signal distribution in x-f space
using training data, and uses it to separate the true signal from the aliased copies.
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Figure 5: Partial k-space acquisition reduces the number of phase encodes required
for reducing scan time.
2.3.3 Partial Fourier Imaging
One early technique for accelerating MR speed is called partial Fourier (PF) [8, 7, 50],
which applies phase constraints to image reconstruction. PF techniques (Fig. 5) are
based on the fact that a real-valued object in image space corresponds to Hermi-
tian symmetry in k-space. Typically, PF methods fully sample half of k-space, and
restores the true image phase using a low-frequency phase map estimated from the
fully-sampled k-space center. There are many ways to implement the PF technique,
such as Margosian approach [47], Cuppen method [7], Homodyne detection [50], and
a projection onto convex sets (POCS) based iterative method [15]. Phase information
is typically estimated in image space from the low-resolution image. Recent improve-
ment [30] has focused on implicitly estimating phase information in k-space through
data fitting to improve the accuracy of the phase information.
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2.3.4 Compressive Sensing Methods
Another recent development in dynamic MRI is the introduction of “compressed sens-
ing” (CS) theory from the signal processing community [5, 10]. According to com-
pressed sensing theory, MR images which are sparse or have a sparse representation in
some transfrom (such as wavelet transform) domain can be reconstructed from signif-
icantly fewer random samples than the traditional Nyquist sampling limit with very
little information loss. MR images can be successfully reconstructed by minimizing
the l1 norm of a transformed image, subject to data fidelity constraints. SparseMRI
[43] was the paper introduced the theory of compressive sensing into reduced-data
MR imaging and demonstrated significant scan time reduction.
2.3.5 Combined Methods
These previous introduced methods (section 2.3.1-2.3.4) all utilize independent prior
information sources to accelerate imaging speed, therefore may be combined for even
higher gains in imaging speed or better image quality. TSENSE, UNFOLD-SENSE
and k-t SENSE integrate parallel imaging methods with rFOV methods. TSENSE, as
initially proposed in [34], uses UNFOLD to eliminate residual aliasing artifacts that
are not removed by SENSE. Subsequent improvements [35] combine UNFOLD and
SENSE for compounded gains from each individual method. UNFOLD-SENSE [45]
combines variable-density SENSE and UNFOLD-based artifact suppression scheme,
with autocalibrated signals for sensitivity map estimation. TGRAPPA [2] and k-t
GRAPPA [63] use time-interleaved sampling with improved acquisition efficiency. k-t
SENSE [62] allows high reduction factors by combining k-t BLAST with SENSE par-
allel imaging. Other works have combined both parallel imaging and partial Fourier
techniques. Bydder et al [4] and Willig-Onwuachi et al [68] combined PF with paral-
lel imaging by constraining parallel imaging to reconstruct a real image. In addition,
POCSENSE [58], under POCS formalism, uses parallel imaging technique SENSE
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followed by PF to reconstruct images. Parallel imaging methods are introduced to
combine with compressive sensing method for further reduction. CS-SENSE [38] has
been proposed to combine SENSE from parallel MRI, and compressed sensing for
rapid MR imaging. L1SPIRiT [42] is another robust, iterative algorithm for MR
images reconstruction acquired with parallel imaging and compressed sensing accel-
eration.
2.4 Reduced-data imaging methods as linear Inverse Prob-
lem
During acquisition of a MR image sequence, k-space sampling points F (k, t) are ac-
quired at multiple time points t in the cardiac cycle. In conventional serial imaging
with Cartesian k-space sampling, trains of the same read-out sampling points are
acquired at each phase encoding value to cover a k-space grid in identical fashion
at each time point. Fourier inversion reconstructs the images f(x, t). Reduced sam-
pling in the read-out/frequency encoding dimension does not offer much imaging time
savings, but imaging time is linearly proportional to the number of phase encodings.
Therefore reduced-data imaging methods often focus on reducing the number of phase
encodings. Read-out reconstruction is performed conventionally by DFT, while ap-
propriate algorithms must be developed for modified phase encoding reconstruction
from reduced samples. Thus, the 2-D spatial image reconstruction problem can be
reduced to a 1-D spatial problem, only considering the phase encoding and time di-
mensions. Considering temporal and coil information together for a dynamic image
sequence f(x, t), the MR signal Fc received for cardiac delay time t in each coil c,




Sc(x)f(x, t)ϕ(x, k) (2.13)
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N is the number of phase encoding views, k and ϕ(x, k) = e−j2πkx are the Fourier
coefficients. Expressed in matrix form:
F = Mf, (2.14)
where vector F contains the k-space data of all Nc coils and phase encodings for time
frame t, and M is the forward system matrix. Conventional image reconstruction does




where Ω−1 contains the inverse Fourier coefficients. A final image f (Fig. 2.4).is
reconstructed conventionally by calculating magnitude images with the sum of squares





In essence, for MR reconstruction, we have some observations of k-space data
M , from which we want to reconstruction the original MR images f . In a general
form, the observation process can be approximated as a linear operation M (Fourier
Transform).
F = Mf. (2.17)
Reduced-data imagings are the cases where the number of observations k-sapce
data is much fewer than the MR images. Reduced-data imaging methods can be
formulated as solving a linear inverse problem to unfold the aliased images to the full
FOV images (Fig. 6). In practise, it is defined as a forward linear problem:
F = Mf + n. (2.18)
Here f is the unknown image, F is the under-sampled k-space data, M is the forward
matrix and n is the noise. Given enough prior information, Eq. 2.18 can be formed as
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Figure 6: a. Conventional acquisition of fully sampled k-space, resulting in a full FOV
image after inverse Fourier transformation. b. Undersampled acquisition (R = 2),
resulting in a reduced FOV (FOV/2) with aliasing artifacts. Solid lines indicate
sampled k-space lines, dashed lines indicate not sampled k-space lines.
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an over-determined linear system. The least-square solution therefore can be defined
as:
f̄ = arg min
f
‖Mf − F‖22 . (2.19)
In the cases where matrix M is ill-conditioned, the noise level can be high in the
reconstructed images. Regularization techniques [41, 69] can be introduced to solve
the ill-conditioned linear equation to reduce noise level. Choosing the simplest regu-
larization term, the identity matrix, the solution is formulated as:
f̄r = arg min
f
‖Mf − F‖22 + α ‖f‖
2
2 , (2.20)
where the regularization parameter α offers a trade-off mechanism between the
error from prior knowledge (large α) or the error from unconditioned matrix inversion
(small α). Consider the extreme case where α is zero, Eq. 2.20 is equivalent to 2.19.
For all reduced-data MR imaging techniques, coverage of the k-space for image recon-
struction may become undersampled along one or more phase-encoding dimensions,
which corresponds to a reduction of overall scan time. To quantify the time savings
we define a reduction factor/acceleration factor R as the size of the sampled phase
encoding data Nsampled as an inverse ratio of full-grid Fourier phase encoding data N :
R = N/Nsampled. (2.21)
Figure 6 shows an example of acceleration/reduction factor R = 2.
2.5 Algorithms
Many methods have been introduced for accelerating MRI. Here we review some
of the most influential works in this field and illustrate the theoretical details with
examples.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the SENSE with acceleration factor R = 2 with two receiver
coils.
2.5.1 Parallel Imaging (SENSE/SPACE-RIP, GRAPPA)
SENSE [54] is a parallel imaging method that operates in the image domain. Like
other parallel imaging methods, it utilizes the information provided by multiple re-
ceiver coils to skip portions of k-space that normally is phase-encoded by a gradient
field. Undersampled k-space along phase encoding direction causes reduction of the
FOV and aliased images. To explain how SENSE can undo this aliasing, here is an
example with acceleration/reduction factor R = 2 with a set of two coils, as shown in
Figure 7. For a single aliased pixel at location (x, y) in the aliased image, the signals
from each of two surface coil are:
CA = SA1f1 + SA2f2
CB = SB1f1 + SB2f2
(2.22)
Here S denotes the coil sensitivity maps, f1 and f2 are super-imposed image pixels
and CA, CB are aliased coil image pixels from coil A and coil B. Assuming coil
sensitivities S are known, we can solve this equation and find the value of aliased
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pixels, hence unfold aliased images. The equation above can be shown in a matrix
form:
~C = Ŝ · ~f. (2.23)
For a single aliased pixel, if we denote nc as the number of receiver coils and np
as the number of superimposed pixels, the size of matrix S is np × nc. Theoretically,
as long as np > nc, matrix S is overdetermined, taking inverse of matrix S or more
general form pseudo-inverse of matrix S, image f can be reconstructed by
Ŝ−1 · ~C = ~f or Ŝ† · ~C = ~f. (2.24)
SPACE-RIP [37] is essentially a k-space implementation of SENSE parallel imaging
technique. The image reconstruction by the SPACE-RIP method is simply a direct




























Matrix Mp contains both the coil sensitivity information S and the Fourier coef-
ficients:
Mp = SΩ. (2.26)
For parallel imaging Rp = N/Nsample p, where Nsample p is the number of sampled
phase encodings. Mp is of size NcNsample p×N , Nc is the number of coils used in the
reconstruction. Hence for Mp to remain invertible the reduction factor Rp must be
Rp ≤ Nc. (2.27)
The SPACE-RIP method (10) finds the solution by pseudo-inversion of Eq. 2.25
f = (MHp Mp)
−1MHp F. (2.28)
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GRAPPA [14] is a parallel imaging technique that utilizes information about the
spatial sensitivities of the receiver coils to directly calculate missing lines of k-space,
then reconstructs images. The technique is an extension of the earlier method SMASH
and later ones, such as AUTO-SMASH and VD-AUTOS-MASH, but with additional
improvements. One difference between GRAPPA and SMASH is that GRAPPA
reconstructs images coil by coil, and then combines them by a sum of squares, while
SMASH reconstructs composite images. The benefit is that SNR can be improved
by a factor of
√
Nc compared with SMASH and AUTO-SMASH. The principle that
underlies both SMASH and GRAPPA is that linear combinations of the complex
coil sensitivities can provide the spatial encoding information that would normally
be provided by a phase encoding gradient magnetic field. GRAPPA starts with
estimating weights n using full-sampled low frequency k-space data FACSl , called
auto-calibrated signals (ACS) lines , for each receiver coil l.
Nc∑
c=1
nmk,lFk(kx, ky) = F
ACS
l (kx, ky +m∆ky). (2.29)
Notice that in Eq. 2.29, m is the number of shifted lines in k-space.





n(j, b, l,m)Fl(kx, ky + bRGRAPPA∆ky). (2.30)
The weights are then applied to fill in the missing k-space lines for each receiver
coil j. RGRAPPA is the acceleration factor and b is the index that count the number
of phase-encoding lines that used in the reconstruction. This procedure repeated for
every receiver coil j, after inverse Fourier transform, coil images are combined by
sum of squares. GRAPPA was later improved, and the size of the kernel used for
determining the weights was expanded to 2D including frequency encoding kx [65]
and even 3D include both frequency encodings and temporal direction [28]. In Figure
8 an example of a 2D 5 × 4 kernel is shown. The GRAPPA reconstruction can be
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Figure 8: Sampling pattern with illustration of kernel with size of 5× 4.
written as:







n(j, b, l,m)Fl(kx + a∆kx, ky + br∆ky). (2.31)
One strength of GRAPPA is that it does not require explicit calculation of coil sensi-
tivities, excluding the risk of involving misregistration errors with the pre-scan used
to compute the coil maps. However, GRAPPA does not provide an analytical solution
but instead an approximate solution from a least-square fitting.
2.5.2 rFOV methods (UNFOLD, Noquist, k-t BLAST)
UNFOLD [46] exploits the property that the outer portion of the FOV is relatively
static. Taking R = 2 for example, k-space is undersampled by a factor of 2 at each
time frame (Fig. 9). This leads to a one-half reduction of the FOV and a subsequent
twofold aliasing of the image contents. Since k-space data are collected at the odd
or even lines at alternate temporal frames, the aliased portion of the image contents
alternates between positive and negative signs at successive time frames. As a result,
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Figure 9: UNFOLD sampling pattern and temporal filtering for removal of reduced
FOV alias artifacts.
Figure 10: The aliased components can be removed by a low-pass filter.
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the aliased signal is shifted to the high temporal frequency and can be separated from
the unaliased portion by low-pass filter (Fig. 10) along the temporal axis. The main
assumption in UNFOLD is that the aliased parts of the image in y-f space do not
overlap with the original one, since aliased components are static regions which do
not show big motion in temporal domain. In practical situations, this assumption is
difficult to meet, therefore the size of the temporal-frequency filter must be carefully
chosen to balance the trade-off between noise and signal loss (which may appear as
artifacts).
Noquist: If part of the FOV does not change over time, we can define the sizes
of the static and dynamic portions of the FOV as NS and ND: N = NS + ND.
If these sizes are known at acquisition (e.g., estimated from manual or automated
observations in scout images), this allows us to reconstruct the static region only
once for the entire sequence (Fig. 11). The image vector f at a single time frame
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Ft for all T time frames indexed by t (t ∈ 0, 1, · · · , T − 1) may be concatenated into
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The image sequence f is expressed as a vector, which concatenates the static
portion of image followed by the dynamic portion for each time frame. is defined as
the reduced number of phase encoding samples, which should be equal for each time
frame to ensure equidistant temporal sampling, so Ndata = Nsample nqT . Since the
static part fs is only reconstructed once in Noquist, the total dynamic image size is
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Figure 11: Schematic overview of the Noquist reconstruction.
Npixels = NS + NDT . If the system matrix MNoquist with total size Ndata ×Npixels is
square, the image is reconstructed by multiplying the data F with its inverse:
f = M−1NoquistF. (2.33)
More generally, for over- or under-determined systems, the matrix inversion M−1 may
be replaced by a Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse M † [1]. Exact solutions may exist for
fully- or over-determined systems (Ndata ≥ Npixels). It follows that
Nsample nq ≥ NS/T +ND. (2.34)
Thus, the corresponding acceleration rate Rnq = N/Nsample nq is maximized at
Rnq = N/(NS/T +ND). (2.35)
k-t BLAST [62] takes advantages of the observation that signals from a MR
image series can be represented in a compact fashion in x-f space (where x and f
denote space and temporal frequency) due to slow varying motion along temporal
direction. Most of the signal is concentrated in a small portion of x-f space, while
large areas contain little to no signal. k-t BLAST (Fig 12) subsamples k-space lines
in k-t space (spatial frequency and time). Skipping k-space lines result in overlapping
of the signal replicas in x-f space, shown only little overlapping of the signal replicas.
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Figure 12: k-t BLAST/k-t SENSE reconstruction steps for the training stage and
image reconstruction stage.
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By also acquiring a separate low-resolution training data set, an estimate of the
distribution of the signal and aliased signal in x-f space is obtained. This estimate
can be used to separate the true signal from the aliased copies. The true signal is
retrieved from aliased components.
2.5.3 Partial Fourier Methods(POCS implementation)
One implementation [15] of Partial Fourier technique is to use the Projection onto
Convex Sets (POCS) algorithm. The POCS algorithm provides a simple and com-
putationally efficient way to utilize various linear and nonlinear constraints in image
reconstruction. The algorithm operates by iteratively transforming between the im-
age domain and the spatial frequency domain to estimate the missing k-space data
by applying the phase constraint (Fig. 13).
For a dynamic image sequence, we define the k-space MR signal F (k, t), sampled k-
space data Fsampled(k, t) and image space signal for ith iteration fi(x, t). We construct
the following two convex sets, here convex set Ωp contains all images satisfying the
phase constraints ϕ(x, t), Ωk contains sampled k-space data from all images for ith
iteration equal to the original sampled k-space data from MRI scan:
Ωp = {fi(x, t)| arg {fi(x, t)} = ϕ(x, t)}
Ωk = {fi(x, t)|FT {fi(x, t)} = Fsampled(k, t)}
. (2.36)
The reconstruction procedure is like follows:
1. Symmetric low frequency k-space views are used to calculate phase constraints
ϕ(x, t).
2. Zero-fill missing k-space data and apply inverse Fourier transform to get initial
estimated images f0(x, t).
3. In each iteration, constrain the phase of resulting image to ϕ(x, t) by multiply-
ing the absolute value of the current estimate with ϕ(x, t).
4. Apply a FT to get estimated full-sampled k-space for each image and replace
each acquired view by the original sampled data.
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Figure 13: POCS implementation of Partial Fourier technique.
5. Apply inverse Fourier transform and go back to step 3 until convergence or
maximum number of iteration reaches.
2.5.4 Combined methods (TSENSE, k-t SENSE)
TSENSE [34, 35]: combines UNFOLD (R = 2) with SENSE (R = 2) to achieve
a total acceleration factor of 4, relative to conventional full-grid acquisition. First,
interleaved k-space sampling shifts two aliased components to the temporal band
edge; the aliases are subsequently removed using a low pass Fermi filter. Then the
two remaining aliasing components in DC frequency can be separated by SENSE with
two or more coils. TSENSE’s undersampled acquisition scheme, adopted from [35],
repeats every other frame. It is illustrated in Fig 2.13 (phase encoding 2,6,10, for odd
frames and 4,8,12 for even frames).
k-t SENSE [62]: is similar to k-t BLAST, but it additionally takes into account
the spatial encoding effect of coil sensitivity, if multiple receiver coils are used for
signal reception. In k-t BLAST, the reconstruction does not incorporate information
from coil sensitivity encodings, and reconstructed images from multiple receiver coils
are combined after reconstruction by root of mean square. In contrast, coil sensitivity
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Figure 14: TSENSE sampling pattern with R = 4 and TSENSE reconstructed
figures shown aliased images, reconstructed image using UNFOLD, reconstructed
image using SENSE after UNFOLD reconstruction.
information is incorporated directly in the k-t SENSE reconstruction to aid the una-
liasing process. k-t SENSE (Fig. 12) is essentially a combination of k-t BLAST and
SENSE, therefore achieves higher speed gain. The principle of k-t BLAST was in-
troduced earlier in section 2.5.2. Time-invariant coil sensitivities are estimated from
the temporally averaged undersampled data, i.e., no additional calibration scan is
required to obtain the coil sensitivity maps.
Partial Fourier Partially Parallel Imaging [4]: combined techniques of partial
Fourier and parallel imaging method using a constrainted reconstruction. The low
frequency reference lines for can be used to estimate both coil sensitivities and phase
maps.
The parallel imaging methods can be written as:
F = Mf, (2.37)
where M is the forwarding matrix, F is the acquired k-space sampleds from multiple
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coils and f is the vector of image pixles to be reconstructed. Partial Fourier exploit a
known Hermitian data symmetry. In the image domain, Hermitian symmetry implies
that the object is pure real, which means Imρ = 0. This property can be incorporated
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where I is the identity matrix and λ is a scalar used for regularization that allows
a trade-off between noise amplification from PPI with phase artifacts from PF. The
phase correction is implicit in M .
2.6 Discussion
Reduced-data imaging methods have been widely used in clinical applications. How-
ever, important challenges remain. For example, theoretically the maximum sampling
rate reduction factor for parallel imaging methods is limited by the number of inde-
pendent channels [52, 67]. However, this maximum is usually not achieved due to
noise amplification or imperfections in the sensitivity maps. Therefore, image quality
reconstructed by SENSE-like parallel imaging methods which requires explicit cal-
culations of sensitivity maps, relies on accurate estimate of coil sensitivities. The
sensitivity maps are commonly estimated by a pre-scan prior to image acquisition,
which prolongs the preparatory scan time and can introduce reconstruction artifacts
due to spatial inconsistency between the pre-scan and the acquisition data. For k-t
BLAST and k-t SENSE, an increased amount of training data also increases sensitiv-
ity to misregistration of the training data. GRAPPA-like parallel imaging methods
use coil information in a slightly different way, in that it is not extracted explicitly,
but the solutions are approximation resulting from a least-squares optimized fit to
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spatial harmonics. Another influential factor is signal to noise (SNR) loss. The SNR
loss is due to two factors. One is that SNR loss is proportional to the square root
of the acceleration factor, which means the higher acceleration factor, the more SNR
loss will occur. Another factor is called geometry factor (g-factor), which depends on
number and configuration of coils. In practice, more coils than the acceleration factor
are used to guarantee an overdetermined system and improve the condition of the
matrix inversion for image reconstruction. The investigation of the intrinsic limits
of SNR for parallel imaging by Ohliger et al [52] concluded that the signal and the
noise are necessarily coupled. For higher acceleration factors above a certain limit,
the g-factor increases exponentially, leading to very high SNR levels. In response to
these observed limits, some alternative strategies using prior information or numeri-
cal tools have been developed to control the level of noise and artifact amplification
in the reconstructed image. One strategy is use regularization, such as truncated
singular value decomposition (SVD) [27] or Tikhonov regularization [41]. Another
strategy is use a filter to filter the high frequency noise. For example, UNFOLD uses
a Fermi filter and k-t BLAST and k-t SENSE essentially employ a filter designed
from the training set to get rid of the aliased component as well as noise. However,
these methods lead to a reduced noise level at a cost of increased aliasing artifacts. In
sum, all reduced-data imaging methods discussed above carry a price for the higher
imaging speed, in comparison with conventional fully-sampled imaging. This may
be a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty, reduced spatial-temporal resolution, or a
combination of these two. Depending on the “native” SNR and resolution of the
comparable fully-sampled conventional scan, a method with the desired characteris-
tics may be selected. Methods with SNR penalties may sometimes be improved by
regularization techniques to shift their characteristics towards better problem con-
ditioning, in turn often trading off true resolution. The converse does not hold in
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all cases: methods which intrinsically rely on filtering or regularization may not al-
ways be “unregularized” to regain better resolution. If image resolution is the most
critical criterion, reduced-data methods which allow full or nearly full preservation
of “full-grid resolution” may present the preferred approach. SENSE, SPACE-RIP,
and Noquist all possess such characteristics. Interestingly, none of the proposed tech-
niques to combine rFOV and parallel imaging are capable of reconstructing the image
at the same spatiotemporal resolution as the fully sampled grid, due to the use of
low-pass filters, interpolation, or embedded regularization, even in cases where the
reduced data set still represents an overdetermined inversion problem.
2.7 Summary
In summary, MRI signals arise from protons, primarily water molecules, in the body.
The protons precess around the direction of the static magnetic field. A radiofre-
quency field tips the proton’s alignment and produces signals which can be detected
by receiver coils. 3-D spatial information can be obtained with magnetic field gradi-
ents in each direction. An inverse Fourier transform is applied to produce the MR
images. A brief overview of reduced-data MR imaging methods was given in this chap-
ter and differences and similarities as well as advantages and disadvantages have been
addressed. The theory underlying reduced-data image acquisition has established a
central tradeoff between scan time and image quality. It demonstrates that reduced-
data imaging reconstruction techniques can be viewed as solving a constrained linear
inverse system. An important remaining challenge is development of a technique to
combine rFOV and parallel imaging, capable of preserving the full spatiotemporal
resolution of the “unaccelerated scan”. A solution to this challenge is the central
theme of this research.
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CHAPTER III
PINOT:A TIME-RESOLVED PARALLEL MRI METHOD
WITH A REDUCED DYNAMIC FIELD OF VIEW
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 2, all fast imaging methods carry a price for the higher imag-
ing speed, in comparison with conventional fully-sampled imaging. This may be a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty, reduced spatial-temporal resolution, or a combi-
nation of these two. An important remaining challenge is development of a technique
to combine rFOV and parallel imaging, capable of preserving the full spatiotempo-
ral resolution of the “unaccelerated scan”. This chapter introduces a novel method
named PINOT (Parallel Imaging and NOquist in Tandem) [19, 18], which combines
SPACE-RIP parallel imaging and the Noquist rFOV method. PINOT does not ap-
ply any filter or interpolation, therefore preserves the edge details, with flexibility
of improving SNR by regularization. In the next section, we introduce theoretical
aspects of PINOT, followed by improvements and extensions. Experimental results
on computer simulated data and retrospectively sub-sampled full-grid magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) data are put in further perspective by a comparison of PINOT
with the individual SPACE-RIP and Noquist methods, and by a comparison with
TSENSE and k-t SENSE.
3.2 PINOT algorithm
We introduced the background of two fast imaging methods SPACE-RIP and Noquist
in chapter 2. SPACE-RIP is a direct inversion of the weighted Fourier transform
matrix, combined for all coils. Noquist also uses a direct inversion model combing
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all temporal frames. To implement accelerated imaging using both sources of prior
knowledge, these two model formulations can be combined naturally into the PINOT
method.
F = MPINOTf. (3.1)
To alleviate the high computational cost of using direct matrix inversion, iterative
reconstruction algorithms, such as conjugate gradient (CG) method [55] may be em-
ployed instead. The reconstructed image (column) vector f , with again the static
region fs only represented once, expands as
f =
[
fS f0,D f1,D ... fT−1,D
]T
. (3.2)




F0,0 F0,1 ... F0,C−1 ... ... FT−1,0 FT−1,1 ... FT−1,C−1
]T
. (3.3)
k-space data F are now indexed by the time frame t as well as the coil c. The matrix
is the forward system matrix MPINOT for a given readout axis location. Its structure
is similar to MNoquist, but is expanded for all coils and weighted by sensitivity maps:
MPINOT =

MSS0 MDS0 0 ... 0
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The size of MPINOT is (TNcNsample PI)× (TND +NS). where Nsample PI denotes the
number of phase encodings sampled for each time point. For a solvable system the
number of rows must again exceed the number of columns, thus
(TNcNsample PI) ≥ (TND +NS) (3.5)
With Rp and Rnq defined as in Eqs. 2.27 and 2.35,this implies a minimum number of
samples per time frame
Nsample PI = N/RPINOT = N/RpRnq ≥ (ND +NS/T )/NC (3.6)
for a solvable system. PINOT multiplicatively combines the maximum acceleration
rates from parallel imaging and Noquist: RPINOT = RpRnq. In order to maintain a
solvable linear system of equations, the same data reduction limits apply as in the
constituent methods.
All reduced-data methods have SNR loss to pay for the speed gain. One strategy
to control the noise level in the reconstructed image is use regularization. To alleviate
the noise amplification for the PINOT method, we implemented regularized PINOT
(Eq. 3.7) using Tikhonov regularization [41]. The second term in Eq. 3.7 is the
error from solution image and the prior estimate. A low resolution reference (25% of
full resolution phase encoding lines) scan freference is used as a prior estimate of the
solution. The regularization parameter α was calculated using L-curve algorithm [24],
which offers a trade-off mechanism between the error from prior knowledge (large α)
or the error from unconditioned matrix inversion (small α).
f regularization = arg min
f
‖MPINOTf − F‖22 + α ‖(f − fregularization)‖
2
2 . (3.7)
3.3 PINOT Sampling Scheme
As discussed in [3] for Noquist, different sampling schemes can be designed for reduced
sampling of k-t space. Not all patterns will yield a non-singular and well-conditioned
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forward matrix M . Similarly, reduced sampling for parallel imaging may be per-
formed in different ways [54, 37]. Optimization of sampling schemes is a complex
and important problem, which depends on a multitude of parameters such as coil
sensitivity maps, spatiotemporal image characteristics, and other factors. PINOT
further compounds this complexity by combining methods. In this work we have
adopted heuristic subset selection methods from Noquist and SENSE/SPACE-RIP,
which have been shown to yield stable results for these individual techniques under
a variety of conditions [3, 37, 49], and combined these to form a well-conditioned
matrix MPINOT . A stable subset selection method for Noquist with 50% dynamic
FOV acquires even k-space lines in every frame and distributes acquisition of odd k-
space lines across the phases of the cardiac cycle in a regular “stairwell” pattern (Fig.
15a). Similarly, a common subset for both SPACE-RIP and SENSE to sample with
Rp = 2 is to simply acquire every other phase encoding view [54, 37] (Fig. 15b). For
PINOT these sampling schemes are combined in a straightforward manner to form
the pattern shown in Fig. 15c, which can readily be extended to larger grid sizes.
3.4 Experiments
We designed five experiments to demonstrate and evaluate PINOT’s feasibility and
performance. We start to test PINOT with computer-simulated data to simulate
different scenario. Using computer-simulated data, PINOT is tested with noiseless
and noisy situation, with different static and dynamic regions and to measure the
SNR quantitatively. After that, we tested PINOT on two real MRI data sets. To
validate PINOT sampling scheme, we compare the designed PINOT sampling scheme
with other two commonly used sampling schemes from TSENSE and k-t SENSE. To
evaluate PINOT’s performance, we compared PINOT with TSENSE and k-t SENSE
methods. The last one is to test PINOT with regularization technique.
Experiment 1: Computer-simulated data reconstruction
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Figure 15: Reduced sampling schemes for an example with 16 phase-encodings and 4
frames for (a) Noquist with 50% static FOV, (b) SENSE or SPACE-RIP, (c) PINOT,
(d) TSENSE (not accounting for auto-calibrated lines), and (e) k-t BLAST/k-t
SENSE (not accounting for training data). The horizontal axis represents time and
the vertical axis represents the phase encoding direction. The reduction factor R for
each method is shown.
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In the first experiment, PINOT was initially tested using noiseless computer sim-
ulated data. For reference, results for the same data with the individual SPACE-RIP
and Noquist methods are also shown. To be more realistic, Gaussian noise was added
to the computer simulated data and sensitivity maps with uniform noise levels across
all receiver channels and phase encoding views, at levels corresponding to 1% of
highest RSS image intensity, resulting in SNR in selected ROI (shown in Fig. 17a)
of 19.1482dB, 17.6382dB and 15.4962dB respectively for ROI 1,2 and 3 respectively.
PINOT (R = 3.75) was compared with corresponding SPACE-RIP and Noquist quan-
titatively [61, 9] (see implementation details below in Quantitative Performance Eval-
uation). Mean signal intensity and noise distribution images are shown. Normalized
noise distributions of three methods are compared and shown in histogram, displayed
separately for the static and dynamic region. To test the PINOT reconstruction
robustness against different choices of static/dynamic FOV regions, PINOT recon-
structions were performed at different acceleration factors, with varying static and
dynamic regions (R = 2.61, 3.75 and 6.67). Noise distributions of different reduction
factors are shown in histogram as well. Condition numbers, as a measure of how well-
conditioned the MPINOT is, are calculated with different reduction factors (R = 3.75,
6.67 and 13.33), reconstruction errors are defined as the Euclidean norm of difference
between the reconstructed image and full-grid image.
Experiment 2: Real MRI data reconstruction
In the second experiment, we tested PINOT on two real MRI data sets, in com-
parison with corresponding SPACE-RIP and Noquist for the first dataset in both
spatial and temporal dimension. The second dataset showed PINOT reconstructions
for different temporal frames.
Experiment 3: Sampling scheme comparison
The third experiment implemented TSENSE and k-t SENSE for comparison with
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PINOT with both simulated and real MRI data. To evaluate temporal fidelity, tem-
poral plots of signal intensity along two lines will be shown as well. TSENSE and
k-t SENSE mean signal intensities are compared with PINOT along the spatial and
temporal dimensions, and the noise distribution histogram of the three methods are
shown as well. The computational cost of three different methods is also analyzed.
Experiment 4: Comparison of TSENSE and k-t SENSE [22]
In the fourth experiment, we compared noise level of the PINOT reconstructions
using the default subset sampling schemes with the TSENSE, and k-t SENSE sam-
pling schemes (Fig 3.1d,e). Additionally, two criteria, condition number and sum of
squared errors (SSE), were shown to demonstrate the numerical stability of PINOT
encoding matrix associate with different sampling schemes. Assuming added Gaussian
distributed noise and the least squared reconstruction, SSE [31, 56] of the PINOT re-




Ψ is the receiver noise matrix and considered as identity matrix for simplicity.
Experiment 5: PINOT with regularization
In the last experiment, we compared PINOT with/without regularization under
two different reduction factors 3.75 and 13.33 (75% static FOV for Noquist and Rnp =
4). All experiments were computered in MATLAB R2007a (The Mathworks, Natick,
MA) on a QuadCore Xeon 2.66GHz workstation with 16GB of RAM running Linux.
Data:
Computer Simulated data: A time-resolved 2-D computer generated data set (see
Fig. 16) was generated to simulate MRI acquisition of cardiac motion [3], with 120
frequency and phase encoding samples and 15 temporal frames. Four surface coils
were simulated, located at each side of the FOV. The magnitude of the coil’s sensitiv-
ity maps were calculated by the Biot-Savart law [6]. Geometric phase warp patterns
(differently angled linear warps) were applied to each complex sensitivity map to
avoid unrealistic phase symmetry and the associated impact on the condition of the
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inversion problem, as previously described by Kyriakos [37].
MRI data: Breath-held, prospectively gated Steady-State Free Precession (SSFP)
cardiac MRI scans (Fig. 19, 20) were used to evaluate PINOT by a protocol ap-
proved by the Institutional Review Board. The full Cartesian k-space data were
used as “truth” images for comparison. Data sets are from a GE 1.5T TwinSpeed
scanner (R12M4) using an 8-element cardiac coil. For a 2-chamber view cine MRI
scan, a FIESTA/FastCARD cine SSFP sequence was used with slice thickness 8 mm,
TR = 4.4ms, TE = 1.5 ms, flip angle 45◦, 192 phase encodings, 224 read-out sam-
ples, and 12 temporal frames. Sensitivity maps were estimated from the same data
to simulate perfectly co-registered maps. We note that this approach introduces a
positive bias in the observed SNR, but eliminates complications from misregistration,
which may otherwise be confused with residual artifacts due to the method itself. A
short axis MRI scan was acquired using a FIESTA/FastCARD cine SSFP sequence.
Scan parameters: TE = 2.0 ms, TR = 4.1 ms, flip angle = 45◦, FOV = 350 × 350
mm, slice thickness = 12 mm, 8 views per segment, 202 phase encoding views (zero-
padded to 224), 256 read-out samples, and 16 temporal frames. For this acquisition
a separate reference scan was obtained with identical scan parameters to estimate
sensitivity maps. Sensitivity maps were calculated from reference scan data. Both
sensitivity maps were estimated as follows: first the (50%) highest frequency k-space
views for each coil were removed. An inverse Fourier transform (FT) was applied to
obtain the smoothed coil image after applying a smoothing filter. These images were
subsequently divided by the root-sum-of squares (RSS) of all coil images to estimate
the sensitivity maps.
Comparison of PINOT, k-t SENSE and TSENSE : In order to compare PINOT
with TSENSE [35] and k-t SENSE [62], the reconstruction problems were dimensioned
to achieve approximately the same acceleration factors for all three methods. To
ensure a fair comparison the same sensitivity map was used for all three methods.
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Modified TSENSE [35] was implemented combining UNFOLD (R = 2) with SENSE
(R = 2). With the simulation data, 10 additional training data profiles were acquired
for k-t SENSE with reduction factor 4. For PINOT, a SENSE reduction factor of 2
was used, and a 50% dynamic FOV for Noquist. These parameters yield reduction
factors of 4 for TSENSE, k-t SENSE and 3.75 for PINOT with simulated data. In
a short axis MRI scan, the same settings were applied with corresponding reduction
factors 4 for TSENSE, k-t SENSE and 3.73 for PINOT. Extensions of the sampling
patterns of Fig. 15 were used for all reconstructions.
Quantitative Performance Evaluation: As introduced in references [61, 9], we
define SNR of each pixel in the reconstructed image as the ratio of the pixels mean
value to its standard deviation across several acquisitions differing only in noise. In
our experiments, Gaussian noise was added to the real and imaginary parts of the
simulated data, with noise level comparable with that measured in real MR images.
The reconstruction process was repeated 200 times for different realization of the
random noise. The mean signal intensity is calculated by taking the average of the
all reconstructed magnitude images for each pixel. The noise level is then calculated
by taking the standard deviation in the resulting image magnitudes for each pixel,
divided by the square root of reduction factor to normalize for different acceleration
factors.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Experiment 1: Computer simulated data Reconstruction
In the first experiment, PINOT was initially tested using noiseless computer simu-
lated data. For reference, results for the same data with the individual SPACE-RIP
and Noquist methods are also shown. To be more realistic, Gaussian noise was
added to the computer simulated data and sensitivity maps with uniform noise lev-
els across all receiver channels and phase encoding views, at levels corresponding to
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1%of highest RSS image intensity, resulting in SNR in selected ROI (shown in Fig.
17a) of 19.1482dB, 17.6382dB and 15.4962dB respectively. PINOT (R = 3.75) was
compared with corresponding SPACE-RIP and Noquist quantitatively [61, 9] (see
implementation details in Quantitative Performance Evaluation). Mean signal inten-
sity and noise distribution images are shown. Normalized noise distributions of three
methods are compared and shown in histogram, displayed separately for the static
and dynamic region. To test the PINOT reconstruction robustness against different
choices of static/dynamic FOV regions, PINOT reconstructions were performed at
different acceleration factors, with varying static and dynamic regions (R = 2.61,
3.75 and 6.67). Noise distributions of different reduction factors are shown in his-
togram as well.
Figure 16 shows experimental results comparing SPACE-RIP, Noquist and PINOT
for noiseless computer simulated data. We used reduction factors of Rp = 4 for
SPACE-RIP (Fig. 16c) and Rnq = 1.88 for Noquist (Fig. 16d) with 15 frames and
50% dynamic FOV. PINOT reconstruction (Fig. 16e) achieved a reduction factor of
R = 7.5, or using only about 14 percent of phase encoding samples. Figure 15f shows
the difference image (absolute intensity differences with the full-grid “true” image),
scaled up by a factor of 1000 (The difference image is practically zero and that the
reconstruction is practically perfect except for round-off errors). These experiments
demonstrate PINOT reconstruction under ideal noiseless conditions.
With added Gaussian noise, the mean signal of magnitude and the noise distri-
bution of SPACE-RIP (R = 2), Noquist (R = 1.88) and PINOT (R = 3.75) are
presented in Fig 17. As in Noquist [3], PINOT noise distribution shows higher noise
levels in the dynamic FOV. As in parallel imaging [54] we observe higher noise levels
at locations with low coil sensitivity than at locations with high sensitivity. Both
Noquist and PINOT showed a similar two peak shape with wider range noise distri-
butions compared with SPACE-RIP. This occurs because the Noquist and PINOT
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Figure 16: The figures show the 1st frame of 15 from a computer simulated sequence
for: (a) full-grid reconstructed “true” image, (b) left surface coil computer simulated
image, (c) SPACE-RIP reconstruction with reduction factor 4, (d) Noquist recon-
struction with 50% centrally located dynamic FOV (reduction factor R = 1.88), (e)
PINOT reconstruction (reduction factor R = 7.5), and (f) is the amplified absolute
difference between PINOT and full-grid reconstruction, scaled up by a factor of 1000.
Differences between truth and Noquist and SPACE-RIP reconstructions were smaller
yet than for PINOT.
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Figure 17: Reconstructed images (frame 7) of SPACE-RIP, Noquist, PINOT, show-
ing (a) the mean signal intensities, (b) the normalized noise standard deviations and
(c) corresponding histogram within full reconstructed images, compared with only
the static and dynamic reconstructed regions images.
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Table 1: Condition number range, mean and reconstruction error for PINOT with
reduction factors (R = 3.75, 6.67, 13.33).
RPINOT RSPACE−RIP RNoquist Condition Condition Reconstruction
number number Error
range mean (frame 1)
3.75 2 1.875 [7.214 26.589] 12.472 11.216
6.67 2 3.33 [12.340 31.119] 21.819 14.3897
13.33 4 3.33 [132.17 1334.65] 590.382 93.4515
reconstruction results in different noise level in static and dynamic region. The ex-
planation is confirmed by the histograms displaying the static region and dynamic
region normalized noise distribution separately.
PINOT reconstructions were tested with 3 different reduction factors (R = 2.61,
3.75, 6.67), corresponding Rp = 2 and 25%, 50% and 75% static FOV for Noquist
(Fig. 18). Even with noisy data and sensitivity maps, PINOT is still able to capture
image changes at sharp edges and preserves spatiotemporal resolution well, but at a
cost of reduced SNR, especially in the dynamic region. Fig. 18b showed the noise
level histograms for PINOT with different acceleration factors. Table 1 shows the
means, ranges of condition numbers observed in MPINOT and reconstructed errors
associated with different acceleration factors (R = 3.75, 6.67, 13.33). Clearly, the
higher the reduction factor is, the less well-conditioned MPINOT is, the noisier PINOT
reconstruction is.
3.5.2 Experiment 2: Real MRI data Reconstruction
In the second experiment, we tested PINOT on two real MRI data sets, in comparison
with corresponding SPACE-RIP and Noquist for the first dataset in both spatial and
temporal dimension. The second dataset showed PINOT reconstructions for different
temporal frames.
A PINOT reconstruction of a cardiac MRI scan with a two-chamber view is shown
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Figure 18: (a) shows PINOT reconstructions of 7th frame from the computer sim-
ulated images with noise. Each row includes: “true” image reconstructed using full
samples, PINOT reconstruction with different reduction factor, and difference image.
All reconstructions are shown at the same intensity scale. but intensities in the dif-
ference image are amplified by a factor of 2 to see the details. Static and dynamic
regions for PINOT are marked in “true” images. (b) Histogram curves of the noise
standard distribution for PINOT with PINOT reduction factors 2.6, 3.75, and 6.67.
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Figure 19: Comparison of experimental results of conventional full grid acquisition,
SPACE-RIP reconstruction with a reduction factor of 2, Noquist reconstruction with
50% dynamic FOV (reduction factor is 1.85), and PINOT reconstruction with a
reduction factor of 3.7 for real MRI data with a two-chamber long-axis view of the
heart region (frame 1 of 12). Differences are shown at bottom with corresponding
reconstructed ROI images. Temporal direction and difference are shown below full-
grid image and each reconstructed image. The differences are scaled by a factor of 5
to reveal details.
in Fig. 19. The conventional (a), SPACE-RIP (b), Noquist (c), and PINOT (d)
reconstructions used 192, 96, 104, and 52 phase encodings per frame respectively,
corresponding with reduction factors of 1, 2, 1.85, and 3.7. Figure 20 shows PINOT
reconstructions (frames 1, 9, and 15) of a 16-frame short axis scan. The PINOT
reduction factor is 3.76, combining SPACE-RIP reduction factor 2 and Noquist re-
duction factor 1.88 (50% dynamic FOV). These PINOT reconstruction results both
further confirm the edge detail preservation and reduced SNR, observed in the recon-
structions from computer simulated data.
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Figure 20: Conventional full-grid “true” images results (top row) for a retrospectively
sub-sampled real MRI scan, compared with PINOT (R = 3.76) (middle row) for three
different image frames (frames 1, 9, and 15 of a 16 frame series). The bottom row
shows the corresponding difference images (with an intensity multiplication factor of
5).
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Figure 21: Normalized noise distribution for PINOT with three different sampling
patterns. PINOT sampling scheme from 1 to 3 is TSENSE, k-t SENSE and PINOT
sampling scheme respectively.
3.5.3 Experiment 3: Sampling Scheme comparison
We compared noise level of the PINOT reconstructions using the default subset sam-
pling schemes with the TSENSE, k-t SENSE sampling schemes (Fig 15d e). Addi-
tionally, two criteria, condition number and sum of squared errors (SSE), were shown
to demonstrate the numerical stability of PINOT encoding matrix associate with dif-
ferent sampling schemes. Assuming added Gaussian distributed noise and the least
squared reconstruction, SSE [31, 56] of the PINOT reconstructed image is measured
using E(MPINOT ) = trace(M
H
PINOTΨMPINOT )
−1. Here Ψ is the receiver noise matrix
and considered as identity matrix for simplicity.
Fig. 21 shows the histogram of noise level, using all three different sampling
schemes on PINOT around reduction factor 4. We found that the sampling pattern we
proposed is slightly better than the other two. Table 2 shows the condition numbers
from two columns shown in Fig. 22b and SSE of MPINOT with three different
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Column 49 Column 87
PINOT Sampling Scheme 1
SSE 33.9941 39.7927
condition number 8.3487 14.8061
PINOT Sampling Scheme 2
SSE 35.6672 40.6622
condition number 8.1122 11.7889
PINOT Sampling Scheme 3
SSE 35.6749 40.6202
condition number 8.0523 11.3010
Table 2: Condition number and SSE (two columns) for PINOT reconstruction with
three different sampling schemes.
sampling schemes. All three sampling schemes generate comparable well conditioned
PINOT encoding matrix and PINOT sampling scheme has the smallest SSE.
3.5.4 Experiment 4: Comparison of PINOT with TSENSE and k-t SENSE
TSENSE combines UNFOLD (R = 2) with SENSE (R = 2) to achieve an acceleration
factor of 4, relative to conventional full-grid acquisition. First, interleaved k-space
sampling shifts two aliased components to the temporal band edge; the aliases are
subsequently filtered using a low pass Fermi filter. Then the two remaining aliasing
components in DC frequency can be separated by SENSE with two or more coils.
k-t SENSE: The k-t SENSE implementation includes capturing the signal covari-
ance of aliased components from a separate low-resolution training data set and then
retrieving the true signal from aliased components.
TSENSE and k-t SENSE are implemented for comparison with PINOT with both
simulated and real MRI data. To evaluate temporal fidelity, temporal plots of signal
intensity along two lines were shown as well. TSENSE and k-t SENSE mean signal
intensities are compared with PINOT along the spatial and temporal dimensions,
noise distribution histogram of three methods are shown as well. Computational cost
of different methods is also analyzed.
Figure 22a compares, in spatial domain, TSENSE, k-t SENSE, and PINOT at
simulated diastole and systole for noisy computer simulated data. All three meth-
ods yielded visually acceptable image quality for acceleration factors at or close to 4.
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TSENSE and k-t SENSE both displayed residual edge blurring at myocardial bound-
aries and image artifacts (marked by white arrows) during systolic contraction and
diastolic relaxation. PINOT showed noticeably less edge artifact, however at some
penalty of higher random noise level, especially in the dynamic FOV region. Mean
signal intensity images and the normalized noise distribution histogram (Fig. 22c)
further confirm this observation. A corresponding comparison in a short axis MRI
scan is shown in Fig. 23, cropped to a region around the heart to highlight impor-
tant myocardial edge details. The comparison of PINOT, TSENSE, and k-t SENSE
consistently shows the same observation regarding edge resolution and SNR.
For the comparison of intensity changes over time, temporal profiles of two 1-
D spatial cuts along the phase encoding axis are presented for the noisy computer
simulated and short axis images, at two readout locations each, in Fig. 22b and 23d.
Mean signal intensity images and the normalized noise distribution histogram are
shown in Fig. 22c. The time profiles from the (cropped) short axis scan (Fig. 23d)
were selected through the septal wall and the LV myocardium. In both cases these
results again confirm that PINOT better captures the changes over time at sharp
edges, as evidenced by the bright vertical lines (arrows) in the difference images for
k-t SENSE and TSENSE at end systole, which indicate edge errors. PINOT shows
a higher uniform noise level across the (x,t) difference map, whereas TSENSE and
k-t SENSE results show remarkable gap of sharp signal transition along temporal
frames (marked in white arrows). In Fig. 23, TSENSE shows a signal loss at the
right ventricle wall, and TSENSE and k-t SENSE both have signal loss near abrupt
systolic intensity changes near the endocardial edge. Comparing with TSENSE and
k-t SENSE in temporal direction, PINOT has a slightly higher noise level in the
dynamic FOV (Fig. 23c) but lower noise level in the static FOV.
The PINOT reconstruction computational time was measured for the phantom
data set (MPINOT = 1920 × 960, R = 3.75). Direct matrix inversion for all 120
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Figure 22: TSENSE, k-t SENSE, and PINOT reconstruction comparison of the dias-
tole and systole frames from a 15 frame computer simulated data set with noise. Row
a. shows TSENSE reconstruction (reduction factor = 4), k-t SENSE reconstruction
(reduction factor = 4) and PINOT reconstruction with 50% dynamic FOV (reduction
factor = 3.75). The absolute differences between TSENSE, k-t SENSE, and PINOT
with the full-grid reconstruction are also displayed (difference images are enlarged 5
times to see the details, then all the images are shown under the same scale). b.
shows the corresponding profiles in y-t space at different x. Gap of sharp signal tran-
sition and image artifacts along temporal frames are marked in white arrow. c. shows
the histograms of the noise level with mean signal intensity images along spatial and
temporal direction. (All images are under the same scale).
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Figure 23: 13th of 16 frames in an axial data set results, comparing the selected
heart region from the full-grid image and the reconstructed image from TSENSE, k-t
SENSE, and PINOT. (a) shows full-FOV image and zoomed ROI images to reveal
details in the heart. Zoomed TSENSE, k-t SENSE and PINOT results are shown in
(b). (c) shows the corresponding difference images between selected heart region from
the full-grid image and TSENSE, k-t SENSE, and PINOT, all amplified by the same
factor (5) to compare differences. The achieved reduction factor is 4 for TSENSE, k-t
SENSE and 3.73 for PINOT. Corresponding profiles in y-t space at different x were
shown at the (d). Gap of sharp signal transition along temporal frames are marked
in white arrow. (All images are under the same scale).
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readout pixels by MATLAB on a Quad Core Xeon 2.66GHz computer with 16GB
of RAM requires 58 minutes. However, this computational cost can be alleviated
by using iterative CG method down to 6.38 minutes. For comparison: TSENSE
reconstruction (R = 4) and k-t SENSE (R = 4) of the same data set required and
0.65 and 0.95 minute respectively.
3.5.5 Experiment 5: PINOT with regularization
In experiment five, regularized PINOT was implemented using Tikhonov regulariza-
tion [41]. A low resolution reference (25% of full resolution phase encoding lines)
scan is used as a prior estimate of the solution. The regularization parameter was
calculated using the L-curve algorithm [24]. We compared PINOT with/without reg-
ularization under two different reduction factors 3.75 and 13.33 (75% static FOV for
Noquist and Rnp = 4).
As what we observe from Fig. 24a, there is no noticeable difference with/without
regularization for PINOT reconstruction (R = 3.75). When the reduction factor
is high (R = 13.33), noise amplification penalty of unregularized PINOT becomes
a dominating factor in image quality, shown in Fig 24b, while regularized PINOT
reconstruction shows a significant SNR improvement, but loses edge information.
The observation is consistent with the assertion in [41] that the use of lower spatial
resolution reference images as the regularization prior may results in oversmoothed
reconstructed images. We conclude that PINOT with regularization may sacrifice
edge detail in exchange of SNR improvement.
3.6 Discussion
Overall, PINOT has yielded stable results with a composite acceleration rate of
around 3.5−4 on both with simulated data and with a variety of MRI data sets. In all
experiments where the constituent Noquist and SPACE-RIP methods yielded high-
quality results, we also observed satisfactory image quality with the corresponding
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Figure 24: Unregularized and regularized computer simulated PINOT reconstruction
of (a) reduction factor 3.75 and (b) reduction factor 13.33 using reference scan at 25%
spatial resolution. Corresponding difference images are shown below, scaled by 5 in
(a) to show details.
PINOT reconstruction. PINOT effectively achieves multiplication of the individual
acceleration factors of the constituent methods, and intuitively it should come with
a corresponding accumulated cost in SNR penalties in the dynamic region. A 50%
static FOV for Noquist and a reduction factor of 2 for parallel imaging appear to be
reasonable parameters for cine cardiac images with 4−8 channel flexible surface coils
at 1.5T, resulting in a composite acceleration rate of around 4. In such cases the
PINOT encoding matrix is well conditioned and the PINOT reconstruction can be
solved by iterative conjugate gradient method to alleviate the high computational cost
of the direct matrix inversion. For the cases when images have implicitly low SNR,
or high acceleration factor, the noise amplification penalty of PINOT may become
a dominating factor in image quality. Regularization must be applied to improve
the SNR, but may lose edge details and have increased computational burden. Like
all other parallel imaging methods, PINOT reconstruction quality depends on the
estimate accuracy of the sensitivity maps.
Compared with TSENSE and k-t SENSE at similar sampling rates, PINOT has
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better edge preservation and higher temporal resolution, but with higher random
noise level in dynamic regions. An explanation for these may be the fact that as a
combination of Noquist and SPACE-RIP, PINOT does not apply any filter or implicit
regularization. In clinical analysis of cardiac function, accurate detection of myocar-
dial boundary locations is critically important. From this perspective PINOT has
a spatial-temporal resolution advantage, but this must be weighed against the SNR
penalty.
In most reconstructions in this study, we simply extended the Noquist sampling
pattern with the straightforward even-spaced subsampling commonly used parallel
imaging. The corresponding Matrix MPINOT is well conditioned with reduction fac-
tors around 4. Our experiments also showed the possibilities of using TSENSE or k-t
SENSE sampling patterns, but with slightly higher noise level results.
3.7 Summary
The “PINOT” method integrates SPACE-RIP parallel imaging with Noquist rFOV
to accelerate cine imaging with an acceleration factor equal to the product of the in-
dividual factors feasible for each method. As illustrated by computer simulated and
real MRI data experiments, PINOT can be successfully applied to the reconstruction
of undersampled MR images while preserving full spatial-temporal resolution, retain-
ing edge information better than comparable methods like TSENSE and k-t SENSE
around reduction factor 4. However, the PINOT algorithm adds to the computational
burden of the image reconstruction, and cost in accumulated SNR penalty in dynamic
regions which can be alleviated by regularization but may sacrifice resolution. If an
SNR trade-off can be afforded, PINOT may be the method of choice for acceler-
ated acquisition with full preservation of sharp edge details. For imaging systems
with limited SNR, TSENSE and k-t SENSE may be more suitable methods. Contin-
ued research must focus on improving PINOT reconstruction SNR performance with
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Chapter 3 introduced the PINOT theory and experiments showed that PINOT fa-
vorably preserves the spatio-temporal resolution of reconstructed images but at costs
of a higher computational cost and higher noise level in the dynamic region of the
reconstructed images. Instead of the pre-calculated sensitivity maps previously used
for PINOT, we present an auto-calibrated variant of PINOT [21], offering PINOT an
alternative way to calculate sensitivity maps.
Conjugate-gradient (CG) method [55] had been applied for alleviating the high
computational cost for the PINOT reconstruction in Chapter 3. In this chapter,
we propose an additional significant time savings, achieved by providing a favorable
initial estimate based on PINOT matrix’s structure, called CG-initialized PINOT
(CGi-PINOT) [20].
This chapter is organized as following: section 4.2 introduces the importance of
accurate coil sensitivities and particular challenge of sensitivity maps estimations
for cardiac applications. It first gives an overview of the common sensitivity map
estimation methods and their advantage and disadvantages, followed by an auto-
calibrated variant of PINOT we present. Section 4.3 presents CGiPINOT for a speed
up gain of PINOT reconstrution. Future directions are given in discussion.
4.2 Improving Sensitivity map Estimation
Parallel imaging, the use of multiple coils to accelerate MRI scan time, is a very
hot research topic. Parallel imaging methods include SMASH, SENSE, SPACE-RIP,
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GRAPPA, TSENSE, k-t SENSE and PINOT. All of these schemes at least partially
use information from multiple coils to reconstruct the unaliased images from reduced
sampled data. Unfortunately they face problems with image degradation (e.g. SNR
loss or image artifacts) especially when the acceleration factor is high. As discussed
in chapter 2, one major source of errors which deteriorates reconstruction quality is
sensitivity map inaccuracy. The challenge of obtaining accurate sensitivity maps is
very important for any reduced-data imaging method involving parallel imaging (PI)
reconstruction, particularly those PI methods requiring explicit sensitivity maps. An-
other challenge in calculating sensitivity maps, especially in cardiac imaging applica-
tions, is the fact that there are large areas near the heart(for example, lung) which
contribute little or no MR signals, resulting in high noise levels in the corresponding
regions of sensitivity maps. In general, poor estimates of sensitivity maps will result
in image artifacts while good estimates of sensitivity maps could allow for further
increases in the reduction rate and still maintain good reconstructions.
4.2.1 Technical Overview of current sensitivity maps calculation
In parallel MRI, accurate coil sensitivity estimates are required to reconstruct alias-
ing free images. Raw sensitivity maps are typically calculated using each component
coil images divided by the additional body coil image or the sum of square image.
Sensitivity maps vary from the coil loading, the most commonly used approach uses
low resolution images from each component coil acquired by reference scans before
or after accelerated data acquisition. However this method prolongs the preparatory
scan time and can introduce reconstruction artifacts due to spatial inconsistency be-
tween the reference scan and the accelerated scan. Another common way to calculate
sensitivity maps is to use auto-calibrated methods [12] like GRAPPA [14] to estimate
missing k-space lines for each coil and reconstruct a sum of squares images. These
methods require additional auto calibrated signal lines in the image acquisition and
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therefore avoid the misregisteration problem from reference scan.
These raw sensitivity maps are usually further refined using conventional methods
involving smoothing or extrapolation algorithms. They are based on the assumption
that coil sensitivities are smooth functions. A polynomial model [54] was used in the
original SENSE paper and other basis function such as thin-plate splines or wavelets
[40] are also used to improve coil sensitivity homogeneities. Feng Huang et al [29]
exploit further improvement of sensitivity maps using inpainting technique, to esti-
mate the sensitivities more accurately. It fills in damaged or missing regions of an
image with the use of information from surrounding areas. Sheng et al. [70] and
Uecker et al. [64] both used joint estimation of the image and the sensitivity maps,
iteratively updating sensitivity maps, for brain images reconstructions. In the fol-
lowing, our proposed GRAPPA enhanced sensitivity maps is introduced for PINOT.
Experiments in cardiac MR image are shown in section 4.4.
4.2.2 Auto-calibrated PINOT
We have previously [19, 18] used pre-scan calculated sensitivity maps for PINOT. Al-
though commonly used and easy to implement, this method prolongs the preparatory
scan time and can introduce reconstruction artifacts due to spatial inconsistency be-
tween the pre-scan and the acquisition data. Auto-calibrated methods like GRAPPA
estimate missing k-space lines for each coil and reconstruct a sum of squares images.
As demonstrated in GEYSER [26], acquiring autocalibration signals (ACS) simul-
taneously with the real scan and estimating missing data, GRAPPA can be used
to calculate more accurate sensitivity maps for SENSE-like parallel imaging tech-
niques. Based on this idea, we present an auto-calibrated variant of PINOT which
uses GRAPPA to estimate coil sensitivity maps. These methods avoid the misreg-
isteration problem but have additional computational cost for SENSE-like parallel
imaging methods which requires explicit sensitivity map information.
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Figure 25: Sampling scheme (16 phase-encodings and 4 frames) for PINOT. Black
dots represent sampled k-space lines. Horizontal axis: time, vertical axis: phase
encoding direction. The reduction factor for this figure is 3.2. For the first time
frame, all black sampling dots and the gray sampling dots are combined together to
form k-space data for GRAPPA to estimate sensitivity maps. This procedure repeats
for all frames.
The sampling scheme for PINOT with SENSE reduction factor 2 and 50% dynamic
FOV is shown in Fig. 25. PINOT samples every fourth k-space line for each time
frame with additional sheared-grid sampling spread across time frames. To estimate a
sensitivity map for each time frame, all sheared-grid samples are replicated across all
time frames. With additional low-frequency ACS lines, this forms a k-space encoded
data set, used to create a GRAPPA reconstruction with reduction factor 2 to calculate
the sensitivity maps. After that, the estimated coil sensitivities are used in PINOT
reconstruction. The reconstruction schemes of auto-calibrated PINOT and pre-scan
PINOT are compared in Fig. 26.
4.3 The PINOT Reconstruction Speed Improvement
As introduced in section 3.2, constrained by spatiotemporal and coil sensitivity pri-
ors, PINOT reconstructs the image f from reduced data F by direct-inversion of the
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Figure 26: Coil sensitivity estimation scheme for: (a) pre-scan PINOT and (b) auto-
calibrated PINOT.
forward model F = MPINOTf . A solution for alleviating the high computational
cost of this direct matrix inversion is the use of iterative algorithms, such as the
conjugate gradient method [55]. Axelsson et al [51] explained the rate of conjugate
gradient method’s convergence and concluded that the CG method converges typi-
cally in three phases, an initial phase of rapid convergence but short duration, which
depends essentially only on the initial error. The initial estimate for CG is often
chosen as f0 = 0. To improve the convergence speed, we take advantage of special
structure of sparse matrix MPINOT to calculate a fast initial estimate f0 close to the
solution f . The method is called CG-initialized PINOT (CGi-PINOT).



















where NP = NcNsample PI . Submatrices of MPINOT are Pt and Dt with sizes NP×NS
and NP×ND respectively. Appendix A derives the approximate of the pseudo-inverse
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(4.2)
The principle behind it is to utilize the block structure of MPINOT and this pseudo-
inverse, we are able to separate the problem by frame index t and then deconstruct






Each of these inversions can be solved at very low computational cost. We have
estimates of Xt, Yt for frame t. They are submatrices components to form MPINOT






Experiment 1: Auto-calibrated PINOT
In GRAPPA-enhanced autocalibrated PINOT reconstruction experiment, full-
grid, pre-scan, GRAPPA enhanced PINOT reconstructions are compared. SENSE
reduction factor 2 and Noquist 50% dynamic FOV was used, resulting in 60 phase
encoding lines/frame acquired for PINOT reconstruction (reduction factor 3.73). Ad-
ditional 32 k-space lines were used to estimate sensitivity maps for pre-scan, auto-
calibrated and GRAPPA enhanced PINOT, resulted in the net reduction factors equal
to 2.8.
Experiment 2: PINOT reconstruction with a fast initial estimate
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Experiment two compared CGi-PINOT (initial estimate is calculated from Eq.
4.4, CG-PINOT (initial estimate set to be 0) and direct matrix inversion PINOT
together in terms of the reconstruction time, convergence speed and number of itera-
tions, on both simulated and in vivo studies. The number of iterations and tolerance
were chosen to achieve comparable image quality to direct inversion PINOT.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Experiment 1: PINOT sensitivity maps improvement
Fig. 27 b-c shows PINOT results with sensitivity maps calculated only using 32
k-space lines from prescan and acquisition stage respectively. This clearly results in
Gibbs ringing. Using GRAPPA estimated the missing k-spaces with 32 ACS lines and
has better sensitivity maps, so GRAPPA enhanced auto-calibrated PINOT achieves
better SNR and fewer artifacts (Fig. 27d). A comparable quality PINOT recon-
structed image for a pre-scan PINOT with the same reduction factor 3.8, shown in
Fig. 27e, requires 112 k-space lines (half of full phase encoding lines) to estimate sen-
sitivity maps, compared with 32 phase encoding lines for GRAPPA enhanced PINOT
reconstruction.
The results show significant advantages of auto-calibrated PINOT with GRAPPA-
enhanced sensitivity maps over PINOT with pre-scan or simple autocalibrated sen-
sitivity maps. The GRAPPA-enhanced auto-calibration method resulted in higher
SNR and less artifacts, allowing a substantial reduction of the total number of k-
space lines needed by PINOT to generate the sensitivity maps required to reconstruct
high-quality images.
4.5.2 Experiment 2: PINOT reconstruction with a fast initial estimate
The computer simulated complex data set has a reduction factor R = 3.75, combin-
ing SPACE-RIP reduction factor Rp = 2 and Noquist reduction factor Rnq = 1.88
(50% dynamic FOV). It takes about 10s to calculate f0 for the phantom data, which
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Figure 27: Systolic frame (7 of 16) of a short axis movie: (a) Full-grid reconstruction
and coil sensitivity maps calculated with all k-space lines, (b) PINOT using pre-
scan to compute sensitivity maps, (c)Auto-calibrated PINOT with self-referenced
coil sensitivity maps, (d)GRAPPA enhanced PINOT scan calculated coil maps, and
(e) PINOT using pre-scan to compute sensitivity maps. Additional 32 phase encoding
lines are used in (b)-(d) and 112 phase encoding lines are used in (e) for calculating
sensitivity maps. Corresponding sensitivity maps are shown below the reconstruc-
tions. All reconstructions and sensitivity maps are displayed under same scale.
is negligible compared to the full reconstruction time. Table 3 shows for the same
image qualities, CG/CGi-PINOT are much faster than the direct inversion PINOT,
while CGi-PINOT converges faster than uninitialized CG-PINOT. Fig. 28 shows a
comparison of CG-PINOT and CGi-PINOT after 10 iterations for phantom data.
CGi-PINOT almost converges while CG-PINOT still has artifacts. The initial esti-
mate f0 (Fig. 28b) reconstructs quickly but has significant noise. Since this is not
the least-squares solution, we lose some noise resistance relative to solving the full
matrix. This result is too noisy to use as the final reconstruction, but provides a good
initial estimate f0, and allows the CG-PINOT to be solved with fewer iterations.
The short axis cine MRI data has R equals to 3.76 with Rp = 2 and Rnq = 1.88.
Cine MRI reconstruction (Fig. 29) shows similar characteristics but CGi-PINOT
converges at 30 iterations, while CG-PINOT converges at 40 iterations. We also
tested CG-PINOT and CGi-PINOT running until the CG method has fully converged,
typically 200 iterations, which take about 152.34 minutes, still 10 times faster than
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Figure 28: displays the 1st frame of the phantom images, showing the full-grid
reconstruction (a), initial estimate f0 (b), CG-PINOT (c) and CGi-PINOT (d) at 10
iterations.
direct inversion PINOT. The results (Fig 29g) were equal for CG-PINOT and CGi-
PINOT and have slightly lower RMS errors than the images shown in Fig. 29.
Both simulated and in vivo studies show that CGi-PINOT with initial estimate
f0 converges faster and provides excellent reconstructed image quality with less time.
This is due to the initial convergence phase of CG method. Furthermore, as temporal
frames and/or the image size increase, the size of MPINOT will increase proportion-
ally, causing the calculation time advantage of CGi-PINOT to increase dramatically.
However as the number of iterations increases beyond the initial convergence phase,
the convergence rate no longer depends heavily on initial error, and the speed advan-
tage of CGi-PINOT disappears. The results then have higher accuracy than direct
inversion because the CG method is more resistant to numerical precision problems.
Even at complete convergence, CGi-PINOT requires a full order of magnitude less
computation time than direct inversion.
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Figure 29: 8th frame of full-grid images (a) for a cine MRI, with direct inversion
PINOT (b), CG-PINOT (c) and CGi-PINOT (e) at 40 and 30 iterations respectively.
The fully converged CG/CGi-PINOT are shown in (g). The bottom row (d), (f) and
(h) shows the corresponding difference images (intensity enlarged 5 times to show
details) from the corresponding top. All images are under the same scale.
Phantom Cine MRI
Time Iteration Time Iteration
Direct Inversion 58.01 N/A 1595.5 N/A
CG-PINOT 6.38 20 70.35 40
CGi-PINOT 4.57 15 67.23 30




The nonlinear joint estimation method showed successful sensitivity map estimation
in brain MRI. Image inpainting has been used in restoration of old paintings by
museum artists, and removing scratches from photographs. It fills in damaged or
missing regions of an image with the use of information from surrounding areas. In
its essence, it is very similar to image interpolation and is reported by Feng Huang
et. al that it may be promising for improving sensitivity maps. Future work could
focus on to exploiting improvement of sensitivity maps using inpainting techniques
to initially estimate the sensitivity maps and then apply a joint estimation technique
to further improve the maps’ quality.
CGiPINOT, using special sparse-matrix data structures to increase the recon-
struction speed, is presented. Further savings in computation time may be realized
by more extensive use of parallel computing, for example using recently popularized
GPU processing methods [60, 17].
4.7 Summary
Two improvements for the PINOT method are presented in this chapter. Using auto-
calibrated signals to calculated sensitivity maps for PINOT application is proposed,
offering PINOT, other than pre-scan, an alternative way to calculate sensitivity maps.
Alleviating the high computational cost of PINOT reconstruction, Conjugate Gradi-







Papoulis-Gerchberg (PG) [11, 53] method has been applied to image restoration ap-
plications such as super-resolution (SR) and inpainting. By transforming between
the image and its transform domains, the algorithm reduces error energy (i.e., the
sum of squared differences from truth in either domain) in each step iteratively. We
apply this idea into the rFOV reduced-data imaging method and reconstructed MR
images iteratively. In the first half of this chapter, we introduce a Gerchberg Reduced
Iterative System (GRIS), implemented with the Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) algorithm,
which allows flexible incorporation of multiple constraints. Under the GRIS, utiliz-
ing a temporal band-limitation constraint in the image reconstruction, a variant of
Noquist (rFOV method) called iterative Noquist (iNoquist) [36], is proposed. The
second half of the chapter investigates extensions of iNoquist applications. Utiliz-
ing different source of prior information, a first combination of iNoquist and Partial
Fourier technique (phase-constrained iNoquist) and further combining with parallel
imaging (PINOT-GRIS) are presented to achieve additional acceleration gains.
5.2 Gerchberg Reduced Iterative System (GRIS)
Papoulis-Gerchberg (PG) algorithm, one special form of Projection Onto Convex
Sets (POCS) method, has been extensively applied to spectral estimation and im-
age restoration. It solves the missing data problem in band-limited signals. The
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Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm is relative simple and can work by successive reduc-
tion of error energy. It is generally performed via the transformation between the time
and frequency domains iteratively while imposing the requirements that the signal is
band-limited and to match the known portion of the signal.






Where dt is said to be band-limited if
D(ω) = 0, for |ω| > σ. (5.2)
The algorithm starts with a finite segment of the signal d0(t) = PTd(t), where
PT (t) =
{
1, t ∈ [−T, T ]
0, t /∈ [−T, T ]
(5.3)
Use the Fourier Transform (F ) of the filtered signal and set to zero outside interval
of the passband Pσ, where
Pσ(ω) =
{
1, ω ∈ [−σ, σ]
0, ω /∈ [−σ, σ]
(5.4)
Perform the Inverse Fourier Transform (F−1) of the clipped signal. Impose the
known portion of the observed signal, d(t), to the processed signal:
dk+1(t) = PT (t) + (1− PT )F−1PσFdk(t) k = 0, 1, 2 · · · (5.5)
Repeat the above equation until desired convergence. The convergence ‖dk − d‖L2 →
0 has been proven by Papoulis, which means the band-limited signal d(t) can be re-
covered from its segment d0(t).
5.3 Iterative Noquist (iNoquist) Algorithm
Noquist [3], proposed by Brummer et al., exploits data redundancy associated with
the presence of static FOV regions in a dynamic MR image sequence to accelerate
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Figure 30: Reconstruction steps for iNoquist image reconstruction.
imaging speed. Noquist reconstructs the static region of an image series only once
through direct matrix inversion (see details in chapter 3). Here we propose an iterative
version of Noquist under Gerchberg reduced error energy system. Unlike original
Noquist, iNoquist iteratively applies static (or temporally band-limited in Fourier
domain) FOV region constraints in the spatial-temporal domain by regionally selective
temporal filtering, and forces the resulting k-space data to be consistent with all
acquired views by replacing corresponding lines with acquired data. Figure 30 shows
the reconstruction steps for the iNoquist method.
Not only can iNoquist be used as an accelerated imaging method by itself but
also can be applied as a post processing method to parallel imaging methods [23].
Combining parallel imaging and iNoquist sequentially may further improve suppres-
sion of aliasing artifacts. The implemental details is as follows: reduced-sampled
k-space data by SPACE-RIP are reconstructed initially, iNoquist begins the first
iteration reconstruction using SPACE-RIP estimated results, iteratively applies tem-
poral band-limitation constraints for (nearly) static regions in the image sequence to
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improve the estimation of the k-space data omitted during acquisition.
5.4 Recent Developments of Partial Fourier Methods
A brief review of Partial Fourier technique and an example of PF technique imple-
mented with POCS were introduced in chapter 2. Recent works have combined both
parallel imaging and Partial Fourier techniques. Bydder et al [4] and Willig-Onwuachi
et al [68] presented combining PF with parallel imaging by constraining parallel imag-
ing reconstruction to get a real image. In addition, POCSENSE [58], which uses the
POCS formalism to reconstruct images using the parallel imaging technique SENSE
followed by PF reconstruction. Other works integrated parallel imaging methods with
rFOV methods, examples are k-t SENSE [62], TSENSE [35], and PINOT [19]. Com-
bined methods have further acceleration gain. Theoretically, partial Fourier, parallel
imaging and rFOV method utilize three different sources of data redundancy and
are possible to be exploited jointly for compounded gains in imaging speed or better
image quality. However, PF techniques have not been combined with either rFOV
methods or both parallel imaging and rFOV methods. In the next section, we intro-
duce two algorithms, each combining iNoquist with partial Fourier method or partial
Fourier and parallel imaging methods.
5.5 Algorithms
5.5.1 Phase-constrained iNoquist
Like iNoquist iteratively applying band-limited constraints to static FOV under GRIS,
Similarly partial Fourier techniques, implemented with POCS algorithm, force images
to comply with phase constraints in the image domain, and k-space data to comply
with acquisition in the k-space domain. Therefore the combination of both methods
can be naturally formed under the POCS formalism. Here, we propose a phase-
constrained iNoquist method combining iNoquist and POCS Partial Fourier to further
accelerate imaging. Following the definition in section 5.2, we define k-space MR
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Figure 31: Reconstruction steps for phase constrained iNoquist image reconstruction.
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signal D(k, t), image space signal d(x, t) and sampled k-space data Dsampled(k, t).
The reconstruction procedure, shown in Fig 31, is as follows:
1. Symmetric low frequency k-space views are used to calculate phase constraints
ϕ(x, t).
2. Zero-fill missing k-space data and apply inverse Fourier Transform to get initial
estimated images d(x, t).
3. In each iteration, apply a temporal low-pass filter in static regions along tem-
poral direction to enforce temporal band-limitation constraints in the image domain.
4. Constrain the phase of resulting image to ϕ(x, t) by multiplying the absolute
value of the current estimate with ϕ(x, t).
5. Apply a FT to get estimated fully-sampled k-space for each image and replace
each acquired view by the original sampled data.
6. Apply inverse Fourier Transform and go back to step 3 until convergence or
maximum number of iteration reaches.
5.5.2 PINOT with Paritial Fourier Reconstruction (PINOT-GRIS)
In this section, we propose an approach named PINOT-GRIS (PINOT by Gerchberg-
Reduced Iterative System) to incorporate multiple constraints from three separate
methods, PINOT (SPACE-RIP parallel imaging and Noquist rFOV) and a partial
Fourier method, together to accelerate imaging speed under Gerchberg’s reduce en-
ergy system. Fig. 32 is a flow chart displaying how PINOT is iteratively combined
with the partial Fourier method. The k-space sampling pattern is a straightforward
combination of typical sampling patterns for PF and PINOT. Fig. 33d shows PINOT-
GRIS sampling pattern with 24 phase encodings and 4 time points. Acquired data
are shown in black dots, and omitted k-space views in white and gray. The upper
half-plane of k-space is sampled following the PINOT scheme for each time point,
augmented by a symmetric fully-sampled central k-space region, used commonly in
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Figure 32: PINOT-GRIS reconstruction flow chart.
PF imaging to estimate image phase maps.
The proposed method starts with PINOT reconstruction of only the (incomplete)
acquired k-t space data (black dots in Fig. 33d). The resulting images, which contain
artifacts due to the less well-determined pseudo-inversion, are then multiplied by the
coil sensitivity maps, and each time point is phase-constrained by multiplying their
absolute value with the phase maps estimated from the central k-t space samples.
Fourier Transform yields a current estimate of the complete k-t space data, where
unsampled k-t spaces (gray dots in Fig. 33d) are selected, together with original
undersampled k-t space data (black dots in Fig. 33d), to form a complete PINOT
sampling scheme for the next iteration. This process repeats until convergence. Each
update to the data grid reduces the “error energy” (i.e., the sum of squared differences
from truth in either domain) and improves the reconstruction accuracy.
5.6 Sampling Scheme Design
The sampling schemes of three proposed methods are illustrated (for an example
with 24 phase-encodings and 4 temporal frames) in Fig. 33. Black dots represented
sampled k-space data; white dots and gray dots are skipped k-space data. Noquist
employs a “stairwell” sampling pattern [3, 49] acquiring even k-space lines in every
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Figure 33: Sampling patterns, an example with 24 phase-encodings and 4 temporal
frames, for (a) iNoquist with 50% static FOV, (b) Partial Fourier, (c) Phase Con-
strained iNoquist and (d) PINOT-GRIS. The horizontal axis represents time and the
vertical axis represents the phase encoding direction. Acquired data are shown in
black dots, and omitted k-space views in white and gray.
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frame and distributing odd k-space lines across the cardiac phases, shown in Fig
33a. PF acquires half-plane k-space data and a symmetric k-space center for phase
estimation, shown in Fig. 33b. Phase-constrained iNoquist (Fig. 33c) combines
stairwell-reduced half-plane sampling with the same k-space center. Fig 33d shows
the sampling pattern for PINOT-GRIS. The upper half-plane of k-space is sampled
following the PINOT scheme for each time point, augmented by a symmetric fully-
sampled central k-space region, used commonly in PF imaging to estimate a spatially
band-limited image phase map.
5.7 Experiments
The proposed iNoquist was evaluated with one computer simulated dataset and three
real MRI datasets. Other than the computer simulated dataset and two GE real
MRI datasets (details in chapter 3) introduced earlier, an additional data set from a
Philips Intera 1.5T imager (R10.3) was used here with a 5-element cardiac synergy
coil. For a 2-chamber view cine MRI scan (Philips) a balanced FFE SSFP sequence
was used with slice thickness 8 mm, TR = 4.4ms, TE = 2.2ms, flip angle deg 45, 232
phase encodings, 512 read-out samples, and 20 temporal frames. All reconstruction
methods were implemented in MATLAB 2010b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) on a
on a Quad Core Xeon 2.66GHz CPU with 16GB RAM. All reconstructed images in
the same figure are shown on the same scale for visual evaluation of image quality.
For testing iNoquist and its combined methods, we designed four experiments to
demonstrate and evaluate its feasibility and performance. In the first experiment, iN-
oquist (R = 1.875) was initially tested using computer simulated data with Gaussian
noise, comparing with corresponding Noquist and UNFOLD, followed by an iNoquist
reconstruction on a real two chamber MRI data experiment. In the second experi-
ment, we applied iNoquist as a post processing method to parallel imaging method on
a real MRI data set, in comparison with corresponding SPACE-RIP, with reduction
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Figure 34: iNoquist, Noquist, and UNFOLD reconstruction comparison of the di-
astole and systole frames from a 15-frame computer simulated data set with noise
with reduction factor 1.875, 1.875 and 2. The absolute differences between iNoquist,
Noquist, and UNFOLD with the full-grid reconstruction are also displayed (difference
images are enlarged 5 times to see the details, then all the images are shown under
the same scale).
factor R = 4. A common subset sampling scheme for SENSE/SPACE-RIP is used,
simply acquiring every fourth phase encoding line. The third experiment compared
phase-constrained iNoquist with the corresponding iNoquist and PF. Reduction fac-
tors are 2.2, 1.87 and 1.6 respectively with 50% dynamic FOV for iNoquist. The sam-
pling schemes of three methods are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In the fourth experiment,
PINOT-GRIS was compared with corresponding PINOT and PF reconstructions, us-
ing a 50% dynamic FOV for Noquist. All three methods (partial Fourier, PINOT
and PINOT-GRIS) have reduction factors of 1.75, 3.5 and 3.8, respectively.
5.8 Results
Experiment 1 iNoquist results:
Figure 34 shows the comparison in spatial domain of iNoquist, Noquist, and UN-
FOLD at simulated diastole and systole for noisy computer simulated data. All three
methods yielded visually good image quality for acceleration factor 1.875, 1.875 and
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Figure 35: Conventional full-grid “true” images results (top row) for a retrospectively
sub-sampled real MRI scan, compared with iNoquist (R = 1.875) (middle row) for
three different image frames (frames 3, 8, and 20 of a 20 frame series). The bottom
row shows the corresponding difference images (with an intensity multiplication factor
of 5).
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Figure 36: shows SPACE-RIP (R=4) and SPACE-RIP with iNoquist(R = 4) recon-
structions of end diastole (frame 1) and systole (frame 6). The bottom row shows
differences from truth (i.e., a full-grid reconstruction), amplified by a factor of 3 to
see the details.
2. UNFOLD displayed residual edge blurring at simulated myocardial boundaries
and blood vessels during systolic contraction and diastolic relaxation, as well as ghost
artifacts. iNoquist and Noquist do not show any edge artifact but higher random
noise level in dynamic region. Furthermore, it appears that iNoquist and Noquist
show no difference. Figure 35 shows iNoquist reconstructions (frames 3, 8, and 20)
of a 20-frame two chamber MRI scan. The iNoquist reduction factor was 1.875 (50%
dynamic FOV). These real MRI reconstruction results further confirm the edge detail
preservation property of iNoquist, observed also from computer simulated data.
Experiment 2 SENSE with iNoquist results:
Fig. 36 shows a comparison of SPACE-RIP, SPACE-RIP with iNoquist with
reduction factors R = 4. End-diastole (ED) and End-systole (ES) reconstructions
demonstrate that SPACE-RIP with iNoquist provides a greater suppression of noise
levels compared with SENSE for the same reduction factor 4. Successive application of
iNoquist after SENSE reconstruction leads to further noise suppression, while retain-
ing image resolution. Respective reconstruction times for SPACE-RIP and SPACE-
RIP with iNoquist are 2 minutes 18 seconds and 3 minutes 21 seconds respectively.
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Experiment 3 Phase-constrained iNoquist results:
The iNoquist (R = 1.875), PF (R = 1.6) and phase-constrained iNoquist (R =
2.2) results from retrospectively subsampled data are presented in Fig 37. Corre-
sponding difference images between reconstructed and full-grid images were amplified
3 times to reveal details. iNoquist displays higher noise levels in dynamic regions, and
the PF method shows some phase errors while phase-constrained iNoquist achieves
higher reduction factor and better phase correction compared with PF.
Experiment 4 PINOT-GRIS results:
The PF (R = 1.7), PINOT (R = 3.5) and PINOT-GRIS (R = 3.8) results are
shown in Fig 38 for end-diastolic and end-systolic frames, where the bottom row shows
differences from full-grid reconstructions amplified 3 times for visibility. PINOT shows
good edge preservation and shows the expected noise level penalty. PF results show
artifacts in areas with rapid phase changes, demonstrating that the method is very
sensitive to the accuracy of phase estimates. In comparison, with the same phase
estimates, the combined method PINOT-GRIS mitigates phase artifact dramatically,
and inherits both PINOT and PF methods’ properties, resulting in some residual
phase artifacts and noise level increase. PINOT-GRIS converges quickly, typically
around 5 iterations.
5.9 Discussion
The proposed iterative method iNoquist, similar to Noquist, yields anticipated no
edge information loss but has noise amplification in dynamic regions relative to full-
grid images, which is similar to Noquist. Higher sampling rate/reduction factor for
parallel imaging is desired but usually limited due to ill-posed inverse problem resulted
in higher noise level and even hot spots in the reconstructed images. Compared with
parallel imaging alone with the same reduction factor, Combination of SPACE-RIP
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Figure 37: iNoquist, PF and phase constrained iNoquist reconstruction comparison
(top row) of the end-diastole (frame 1) and end-systole (frame 8) frames. The bottom
row shows the corresponding difference images with a scale factor 3 for visibility.
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Figure 38: iNoquist, PF and phase constrained iNoquist reconstruction comparison
(top row) of the end-diastole (frame 1) and end-systole (frame 8) frames. The bottom
row shows the corresponding difference images with a scale factor 3 for visibility.
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with iNoquist suppresses the noise level and residual artifacts. Compared with inte-
grated PINOT, it has the advantage of alleviating computational burden, even though
it does not achieve the same overall image quality. Furthermore, although illustrated
here only for SPACE-RIP, we note that iNoquist can be used as a post processing
method following any parallel imaging method to suppress residual noise and artifacts.
Phase-constrained iNoquist proposes a successful first combination of a PF method
with a rFOV (iNoquist) approach for reduction factor higher than 2. Compared
with individual methods which each have reduction factor below 2 in most cases,
phase-constrained iNoquist provides a higher acceleration gain and improvements
of phase accuracy compared with Partial Fourier imaging. PINOT-GRIS combines
three sources of data redundancy from parallel imaging, rFOV method and partial
Fourier method to speed up imaging. This method suppresses phase errors when
partial Fourier method alone does not work well but pays the price of higher noise
level. PINOT reconstruction involves big matrices inversion and is time-consuming,
here the proposed PINOT-GRIS is even more computational challenge. Furthermore,
adding more and more sources of prior information (i.e., fully sampled low frequency
k-space data are needed for phase estimates in addition to the PINOT sampling k-
space data) causes diminishing returns in overall combined reduction factor and may
be difficult to find an SNR-optimal sampling pattern.
5.10 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed three accelerated imaging methods based on Papoulis-
Gerchberg algorithm. The proposed iterative method, iNoquist, yields spatial res-
olution preservation but noise amplification in dynamic regions relative to full-grid
images. Successive combination of SPACE-RIP with iNoquist demonstrates further
suppression of the noise level and residual artifacts. Phase-constrained iNoquist pro-
vides a higher acceleration gain and improves phase correction compared with Partial
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Fourier imaging. PINOT-GRIS, for the first time, combines three sources of data re-
dundancy from parallel imaging, rFOV method and partial Fourier method to speed
up imaging. The experiment on PINOT-GRIS demonstrates the successful recon-
struction for the proposed method with phase errors suppression but pays the price
of higher noise level and computational time.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
The central goal of this thesis are to develop novel reduced-data imaging methods for
cardiac MRI to improve reconstructed image performance. In summary, this thesis
explores several new techniques of reduced-data imaging in MRI and the findings are
as follows.
• As illustrated by a variety of computer simulated and real cardiac MRI data
experiments, the proposed reduced-data imaging method, PINOT, can be suc-
cessfully applied to the reconstruction of undersampled MR images. It preserves
image spatial-temporal resolution of corresponding fully sampled scans, retain-
ing edge information better than comparable methods like TSENSE and k-t
SENSE around reduction factor 4, but with higher random noise level in dy-
namic regions. An explanation for these is the fact that as a combination of
Noquist and SPACE-RIP, PINOT does not apply any filter or implicit regular-
ization. In clinical analysis of cardiac function, accurate detection of myocardial
boundary locations is critically important. From this perspective PINOT has
a spatial-temporal resolution advantage, but this must be weighed against the
SNR penalty and higher computational cost.
• For the cases when images have implicitly low SNR, or high acceleration factor,
the noise amplification penalty of PINOT becomes a dominating factor in image
quality. Regularization must be applied to improve the SNR, but lose edge
details and have increased computational burden.
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• An additional significant time savings is achieved by providing a favorable initial
estimate which is close to the solution, calculated based on PINOT matrix’s
block structure, for CG PINOT reconstruction.
• Like all other parallel imaging methods, PINOT reconstruction quality depends
on the estimate accuracy of the sensitivity maps. Estimation of sensitivity maps
remain a challenge in cardiac MRI. Other than the pre-calculated sensitivity
maps estimated from pre-scan, PINOT offers the option of using auto-calibrated
signals, acquired simultaneously during actual scan, to calculate coil sensitivity
maps.
• The Gerchberg Reduced Iterative System, implemented with the Gerchberg-
Papoulis (GP) algorithm, allows flexible incorporation of multiple constraints
and offers convenient implementation for combining different reduced-data imag-
ing methods.
• The proposed iterative iNoquist method, under Gerchberg Reduced Iterative
System, yields spatial resolution preservation but noise amplification in dynamic
regions relative to full-grid images. It has the same performance as the Noquist
method but is more flexible and can be easily combined with other reduced-data
imaging methods.
• Successive combination of SPACE-RIP with iNoquist suppressed the noise level
and residual artifacts, demonstrating that iNoquist can be valuable as a post-
processing technique for parallel imaging methods for improving image quality.
• A novel phase-constrained iNoquist method was developed, for the first time
combining Partial Fourier with a reduced FOV method. Compared with in-
dividual methods which have limited reduction factor smaller than 2 in most
cases, the phase-constrained iNoquist method provides a higher acceleration
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gain and achieves improved phase correction compared with the partial Fourier
method.
• PINOT-GRIS was developed, combining for the first time three different sources
of data redundancy from parallel imaging, rFOV method and partial Fourier to
speed up imaging. The proof of concepts showed stable results that PINOT-
GRIS suppresses phase errors when partial Fourier does not work well but pays
the price of higher noise level and is computationally challenging.
6.2 Future Work
The remain unexplored areas for the future continued research are as follows:
• A major drawback of advanced techniques for image reconstruction is the in-
creased computation time. While such methods are right now not practical in
clinical settings, the situation may change in the near future. With more ex-
tensive use of parallel computing, for example using recently popularized GPU
processing methods [17, 60], further savings in computation time may be real-
ized.
• Because noise amplification is the limiting factor in reduced-data imaging for
higher acceleration situation, Tikhonov regularization has been applied to im-
prove the SNR, but tends to oversmooth reconstructed images and lose edge
details. A better regularization scheme, such as total variation regularization,
which may preserve image resolution, may be used.
• Another remaining issue that needs to be addressed is the challenge in calculat-
ing sensitivity maps. A particular challenge in cardiac imaging, is that there are
large areas (for example, lung) which contribute little or no signals, which needs
interpolation techniques to fill in the holes. However, an open area in research
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would be to use advanced image processing techniques (image interpolation) to




PINOT is a direct-inversion method for parallel MRI. In order to obtain the image f
from the received signal F , we need to solve the following equation.
F = MPINOTf (A.1)
There are numerous methods for solving this equation from calculating the pseudo-
inverse of MPINOT to gaussian elimination and conjugate gradient. The problem
is that the size of the matrix MPINOT is quite large for a typical image, having
dimensions TNcNsample PI × TND + NS, where T is the number of frames, c is the
number of coils, Nsample PI is the number of samples per column, and NS and ND are
the number of pixels in the static and dynamic regions respectively.
Consider the transform matrix for PINOT from 3.4. We can combine the subma-





1 0 · · · 0
PNP×NS2 0 D
NP×ND











where NP = NcNsample PI .
The problem in (A.1) can be solved if we can determine an “inverse” of MPINOT
that will satisfy the equation
M †PINOTMPINOT = I, (A.2)
where I is the TND+NS×TND+NS identity matrix. Note that this is less stringent
than the pseudo-matrix since we do not require MPINOTM
†
PINOT to be Hermitian.
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By dropping this requirement, we will be losing some noise resistance relative to
solving the full matrix.
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NS×NP
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Y ND×NP1 0 · · · 0





0 0 · · · Y ND×NPT





t=1XtPt X1D1 X2D2 · · · XTDT
Y1P1 Y1D1 0 · · · 0






YTPT 0 · · · · · · YTDT





t=1 XtPt = I
2. XtDt = 0, ∀t
3. YtPt = 0, ∀t
4. YtDt = I, ∀t
We further restrict condition 1 by requiring TXtPt = I, ∀t. By adding this restriction
we are able to completely separate the problems in terms of the frame index t. We







Each of these inversions can be solved relatively quickly, allowing the entire problem
to be approximately solved with less computation.
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